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HE LEDGER & TIMES

Lowest Advertising Rate
per Thousand Readers of
A n y Kentucky

Weekly

Newspaper.

New Series No. 435

COMPLETE COVERAGE OP ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

BELOVED PIONEER
LADY, AUNT BELLE
ECUISTON, IS DEAD

Best. Speller

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon February 20, 1936

ASSEMBLY GROUP
IS LOOKING OVER
MURRAY COLLEGE

92 Years Old, Was Very Active; Generous to and
Popular With Poor

Are Luncheon Guests of
Three Civic Clubs at
National Today

PASSED TUESDAY; SAW
—FIVE GENERATIONS

SENATOR TURNER IS
COMMITTEE MEMBER

Handbills Fail,
• So Grocers Find

HONOR ROLL

H. A. Sweeney Tells Tan That
Newspapers Reach Buyers
-At.. Radioed Colt.

Correspondents and meal advertisers who get their copy in by
Monday:-

Newspipers afford the best
and most economical medium of
reaching the customer, so declared I-i. A. Sweeney, advertising manager of the National Retailer Owned Grocers' association, at the annzial meeting held
in Chicago.
"Circular adverttgefffOrfsiiaz
Individual geoeers-have proved
ineffectise," he said. "Newspaper advertisements mere readily reach the consumers and
are less expensve."
Mr. Sweeney announced that
a 20 per cent increase will be
made by grocers in newspaper
advertisements in 1936.

Across the River
Peoples Savings Bank
Murray Milk Products Co.
County Agent
Gunter's Flat
_icasittol Theatre
Eagle
South Pleasant Grove
athitfit;y Kinklets

CIRCULATION APRIL 1-.44419, SWORN TO,
DISXRIBUTION SHOWN
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Tennessee Valley Act Is Upheld
By Supreme Court; Vital Decision
PROSPECTS FOR T
AURORA GLOWING
AS T.V.A. UPHELD

TVA Decision
in Brief

JUSTICE HUGHES
READS OPINION
DECIDED"Ne8 TO 1 .
•

An opinion by Chief Justice
Hughes, from which Justice McReynolds alone dissented, held:
arieisee.-ege, -entee-,114iild
One of Galloway county's oldest
An "observing committee" of the
and most, . beloved lashes pssd
Lwow Nancy Assn, Gets En. .dams for cobstituttonal purposes. TVA Heads Are Jubilant
Kentucky Legislature; to Make asi
It may sell electricity generated
away Tuesday when death came to
eburaging Messages from
Over Smashing Victory
by such dams. It may take
inspectiortanf state-malniainert
"Aunt Bette" McCuiston, 92 - yea
McKellar,
Login
for the "New Deal"
steps
carry
to
that
electricity
of age, at her home near New Conto
stitutions of all kinds, in the ina market.
cord following a 1(1) days illness of
terim between the regular session
MAY SEND ANOTHER
Constitutionality of the vast
HEADQUARTERS SCENE
intestinal influenza. Thus pases
ended last Saturday and the first
GROUP TO CAPITAL TVA project as a whole was not
from this county one of its most
OF BIG CELEBRATION
The Murray College- board of
special session expected to be callinterpreted. The court limited
admirable as well as oldest perregents met Monday afternoon,
for
Monday,
Murray
ed
next
is
in
its
ruling
to
the
The
above-mentionSupreme
-sons, one of the few remaining
Court decision deWASHINGTON. Feb, 111-The
February 17. in the office of the
today inspecting the plant of Mured issues.
civil -war, widows and a lovable
president, with the new member, claring the TVA constitutionality
Uinted States Supreme Court, in
College
State
ray
New
means
Dealers
hailed the deWest Kentucky will have
woman v:hat-slw wielded a treDr. E. C. Crume, Clinton, taking
The legislators and members of
cision_
Citizens of Florence, an eight-to-one decision, today
mendous influence-loe....good over
the oath of office. Dr. James H. the long sought $30,000,000 power
entertained
party
their
were
at
Ala.,
danced
held constitutional the main prinin the streets.
her community.
Richmond, president of the college, and navigation dam on the lower,
luncheon at the National Hotel at
110
ciples of the Tennessee Valley Auleft immediately after the meeting Tennessee river in the near future, Power interests declined imMrs. McCuiston, known affeenoon today by the Rotary Club,
MISS RUBY LEE PINKLEY
mediate comment. Stock market
for Frankfort where he will con- officials of the Lower Tennessee
tioruitely as "Aunt Belle" by practhority, upon
which President
assisted by the Young Business
tieue his duties on Governor Valley Association ;Averred Mon- traders guessed wrong, with Roosevelt based his program to
tically every one who knew her,
Miss Pirtkley, daughter of L. K. Men's Club and the Chamber of
utility prices dropping after an
day
night.
Chandler's.advi
was born Isabelle Virginia Jack- Pinkley, Hazel, Wori_the Calloway Commerce.
sory board„ He deinitial rise in a 4.900.000-share
provide cheaper electricity.
,
clared that a special announcement, The only remaining step, officials
son whose parents came here from county spelling championship here
Tuesday, the party inspected the Has 196 With 215 Asked by State
day
..- The decision rested on the right
in
regard to the agriculture depart- said, is ail appropriation by the
Middle Tennessee. She was a de- February 1 and will represent thle West Kentucky
Industrial InstiHeadquarters; Post
ment woujd be forthcoming in present Congress enabling the TVA
of congress to improve navigation
scendant of General Andrew Jack- county in the state spelling bee tute at Paducah
and Wednesday
Seeks 254.
to commence work on the dam this
about a month.
son, president of the United States during the K. K A. in Louisville. the state penitentiary
in the interest o!"Aoinmerce and
at Eddyspring.
from 1829-1837. She was born and The Ledger & Times co-operated
ville. Tomorrow it is scheduled
national defense, and not on the
Murray Post No. 73 keeps stepreared in Calloway county and with the Calloway county schools
In a telegram received Monday
to inspect the Western Asylum at ping sharply
more far-reaching humanitarian
ahead in its 1936
lived in the same neighborhood all in staging the local bee and will Hopkinsville
by L. J. Hortin, secretary of the
Saturday the
and
objectives
repeatedly
associated
her life.
LTVA, Senator Kenneth McKellar,
send Miss Pinkley and a chaperone Western State Teachers College at membership campaign and confiwith T.V.A. by Mr. Roosevelt. The
"Aunt Belle" was
(D.
-Ter)
declared:
widow of to Louisville.
Bowling Green. It is traveling in dently .expects to reach its own
sharply-challenged right of the
AC L. MeCuiston.
"Upholding the TVA does help
istinguished
goal of 250 members for the year.
WASHINGTON. Feb. I7-The Sena special pullman coach.
Rites Held Friday for Prominent Government to dispose of all surthe
Confederate vets
chances
for
the
who prissed
Aurora Dam
Members of the party are: Sen- The campaign is going at an even ate today broke all speed records
plus power developed at Wilson
Farmer; Was 61 Years
on in 1912. T them were born
for appropriation bills by approv- very much."
ators T. 0. Turner, Murray; John faster pace when
Dam, on the Tennessee River inof Age.
214 were secured
three sons and four daughters, of
Similar
messages were received
ing in less than half an hour a $2,T. Murphy, Covington; Dr. J. M.
cidentally to other T.V.A. activilast year and the Rash Member- 880,751.995 measure
whom three are still living, C. V.
from Senator M. M. Logan and
Rose, Olive Hill; Franklin Rives,
including $1,Funeral and burial services were ties, was upheld.
and T. M. McCuiston and Mrs.
730.000,000 to pay the bonus and Congressman Voris Gregory of
Hopkinsville; and Representatives ship Trophy was won.
It was a smashing victory for
Ells Hamlin. Those who- have.
Kentucky. Senator Barkley had conducted at Old Salem Friday for
R,odes K. Myers, Bowling Green,
New members this week bring $440,000.000 for the new farm subW. S. Hargis, prominent farmer of the New Deal at the hands of the
.1r.‘un.
C, as&
although-be
chairman; Dr. B. F. Shields. Tay- the total to 190,--whtett le only 19 eldy-prograwis-tratfon'e --rdellest--DeltrUnat
ATierZfiiti
three. daughters, Adis, May -and Murray Rotarians to Be Host at
has been active in the project.
lorsville; Joe E. Robinson, Lan- short of the quota set- by departThe remaining $719.751.905 is to
Cora. Mrs. McCuiston, was one of
The Lower Tennessee Valley As- home there following an extended decreed the death, of A.A.A. and
Wells Hall Tuesday Evening:
easter; John McDermott. Newport- ment headquarters and 29 ahead pip, the running expenses for the
illness of complications. -Mr. Har- N.R.A. The ruling of said, in-ef---e
the few persons given to sie five
District Governer Here.
Elmer McGlothen, Frenchburg and of this date last year when the post Gevernment's host of independent sociation was organized two yeara gis. who was past 61 years of
age, feet. that if Mr. Roosevelt's power
ago
generations of her own family.
to
include
40
counties
in
West
Chester Silvers,': Lexington. All had 167.
agencies in the next fiscal year.
Surviving are 28 grand-children. 20
Kentucky, West Tennessee, and had been a highly respected and program is developed along the
District Governor J. Guthrie are Democrats .except Mr. Silvers
Those who have joined the past Voice votes put through the bill
Southern Illinois for the purpose influential citizen of that com- lines of T.V.A., it is well within
great-grandchildren and one great- Coke will attend the inter-city and Dr. Rose.
week are Carlos Morton, L. C. itself and the bonus and farm fund
grea t-grandehlld, little
of promoting the construction of munity throughout. his life time. constitutional limitations.
Miss Rotary meet to be held at Wells
Other members of the group are Houston, T. R. Sample, J. M. Law- amendments offered by Senator
Dorothy Ann Herndon. daughter of Hall Tuesday evening. The Mut:, Miss Mary 'Louise Hubbard,
Aurora Dam on the Tennessee He was a member of the Church
sec- rence, J. Z. Thurinond,°E. B. Stub- Byrnes, Democrat, South CaroKNOXVILLE Tenn., Feb. 17of Christ.
Mr. and Mrs. John Richard Hern- ray Club will be host to the clubs retary
river.
to the clerk of the Senate blefield and Hugh Melugin.
lina.
The
winding Tennessee -.Valley,
Mr.
Hargis
don. "Aunt Belle" Was a faithful of Paducah, Mayfield, Fulton. and and
is
Last
survived
by
spring,
three
the
association
preMary Williams, assistant secApproximately a score have been
In the House. where the new sented
where leaders hope for eleition of
daughters,
and devoted member of the Sul- Paris. Tenn. About 150 guests are retary
Mrs.
Mable
a
Edmunds
petition
signed
by-40,400
to the clerk of the Senate. secured for 1934 who were not farm bill has yet to run a gauntphur Springs Methodist church and expected to be here.
residents of the Tri-State area to and Mrs. Eunice Miller. both of an American Ruhr with indUstry
Mrs. B. F. Shields wife of Repre- members last year. • •
of
let
and agriculture coordinated, hailRepublican
opposition, the officials
lived an idelli.Christian life. She
at. Washington, and_as Alm?. 'and Mee._ Catherine K1 i ris
The Rev. George-D. Heaton. Pa- sentative Shields,
Door - Veterans t.,,..tn,,se'lls--ftte their Dernerrittle leaders laid' plans seekis very considerate, thoughtful ducah Rotarian, will be the speaker
a result, the TVA was instructed of Wadesboro: two sons, Fred and'"88 With noisy celebrations and exleader, also aecatliparned the com- applicattoes_ for ii4isapapt 401- their Os a vote by Friday night.
to conduct - preliminarY
Joe Hargis, both of Almo; his pression!' of delight the Supreme
d generous of the poor and un- foe the evening and Mr. Coke, of mittee
as its "chaterone," Chair- adjusted compensation certificates
'Ineestigathine _in the lower valley for a mother, Mrs. Harriett Hargis, Alme, Court's support of the TVA today.
fortunate and all who were in Auburn will, also be called on. man Myers
tied reporters.
at a rapid rate. It is asked that
MAYOR SWANN IMPROVED
Here in Knoxville. headquarters
and a sister. Mrs. Maggie Miller.
trouble of any kind.
possible location for the dam.
Mrs. Coke will attend and also be
all veterans who can possibly do
Dr. A. E. Morgan. Knoxville, Also eight grandchildren survive of the Tennessee Valley Authority.
Despite the bitter cold the New a guest at the meeting An interto get their applications in by
Mayor W. S. Swann, who was TVA
Concord auditorium Was filled- to esting program is being planned
head, declared recently that him. Mr. Hargis was a native of factories and "mills raised their
March 1.. The Bank of Murray taken quite critically ill Wedneswhistles in a mighty din. The hifla
his engineers believe they have Stewart county. Tennessee.
capacity with sorrowing friends for the luncheon meeting.
has been designated by the Mur- day night of last week is much
The final services were' conduct- school band played in the downfound" -an excellent site" for the
and neighbors, who joined the
ray Post to assist veterans in fil- improved at his home on West
dam and indicated that a public ed by Elder Blankenship in the town streets and thousands of
family, in paying the last. tributes
ing their papers.
Main street
of respect at the funeral services
announcement would be forthcom- presence of a large crowd of rela- citizens joined in the celebration
tives and friends. Burial was in with cheers. „
ing.
Wednesday
afternoon
at
two
The
1.200 Knoxville office- ismthe
o'cloaa The rites-eite*-emietietime
Old Salem_ • matery _
..The.
_
_
high
_court'sdeeisiert'opular Young
ployes of the TVA. under tension
out
by the pastor, the Rev. L. Z. Hurthe
major
stumbling
block
in
day of Heart Ailment; Burial
for weeks over continuation of
Five are taking the rabies treat,.,
the way of the Aurora Dam project
ley. Burial-was in the New ConSunday Afternoon.
their jobs, were jubilant.
ment after the pet dog of J.
-the suit of the Alabama Power
cord cemetery.
In Washington, Dr. Arthur E.
The flower girls were grandchil- Branch was determined to be rabid.
Company
seeking
to
prevent
the
Funeral services for Miss Eula
Morgan, chairman of the TVA, said
TVA from developing, and disdren, Fannie Ellen
McCuiston, The analysis was returned Friday Gray McCuiston, one of the most
"I have nothing to say except that
Robbie McCuiston, Hilda McCuis- from the State Board of Health popular young women"
tributing power form its dams.
qf the ConMr. and Mrs. A. H. Waldrop cele- master H. T. Waldrep, Murray; C.
I don'f feel depressed."
If necessary, LTVA officials aston, and Fay Smith. The pall- Friday and showed the presence of cord community,
were held Sun- brated their 60th wedding anni- 0. Waldrop, Detroit; Mrs, 0. K
David E. Lilienthal, power dibearers were Raymond and Roy rabies. The animal was kept up at day afternoon
serted Monday night, they will
at the Concord High versary Sunday. February 16. at the Chunn, Harrisburg, Ill.; Mrs. A. M.
Honor and Fos Society of Ameri- rector of the TVA, suiting action
send another delegation to WashHamlin, Luther MeCuiston, John- the home after it became ill and School Auditorium.,
The Rev. L. Z. hotne of their son and daughter-in- Alexander, Union City, Tenn.; Mrs.
can Legion to Take in Poor
to words, sald, "You say that
nie McCuiston. Freeman McCuis- finally had to be killed. Those tak- Hurley
ington this spring to work for an
was in charge of the ser- law, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Waldrop W. E. Davis, Memphis, Tenn.: and
Goofs Sunday.
Mr. Lilienthal, with a broad smile
ton and Pat McCuiston. grandaons. ing the treatment are Mr. and Mrs. vices
appropriation
from Congerss.
and burial was in the New in West Murray.
Mrs. J. R. Holcomb, Dexter, Mison his face, said he had no comJ. H. Branch and daughter Jane,
Concord cemetery.
Those calling during the day to souri. The eleventh, 0. A. WalThe
spring "wreck" of Voiture ment to make" pending study of
Guy Barnett. Clifton Lewis, stuThe crowded auditorium of sor- congratulate them were as follows: drop, died in 1917. Those who
921 of the Society of the Forty and the complete opinion.
dent, and Miss Gwereith Petvray.
rowing frienIts and acquaintances
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Waldrop and were able to be present at the GolEight will be held in Murray SunThe Muscle Shoals district, hub
bespoke the high esteem in which family. Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Waldrop den Wedding celebration were A.
day afternoon. Murray won the of the Tsarica-e river power deshe was held. She was a "grad- and family, Mr. and Mrs. H. T. T. J. K. H. C.. Wesley and H. T.,
"wreck" in competition with Ben- velopment. broke into a bedlam of
The Young Business Men's Club ton. Mayfield and Paducah and a happy celebration with - word
uate of the Concord High School Waldrop and Clara Waldrop, Mr. of the sons and Mrs. Chunn and
that
and Was beloved by many young and-Mrs. Radford Waldrop,' all of Mrs. Alexander, of the daughters. voted to continue their efforts large class of poor goofs from these the Authority's right to sell "surfriends. She was a member of Murray. .
There are 25 grand-children and toward the securing the construc- four cities will be initiated in the plus power" had been upheld.
Directors of Dark Fired AssoMr. and Mrs. D. E. Churns, Mr. the following were present: Rad- tion of the Aurora Dam with re- exercises.
A„-work program calling for the the Sulphur Springs Methodist
Hats were tossed into 'the air,
ciation Move to Probe
Earl Winters, grand chef de gare cheers were flung back and forth
building of 200 sanitary toilets church and was a young woman and Mrs. Virgil Lambert of Harris- ford, Hugh, Rebecca
Jo. Ruth newed interest following the TVA
Contract Violations
began Monday in the county. The of admirable character and of burg, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Wal- Helen. - Vivian. Ralph Thomas, decision on Monday. A discussion of Kentucky. together with the between residents, and
money
drop and family, Mr. and Mrs. Jeanette, Willie Bell, Isabelle, of the decision was held Monday Grand Conductieur and the Grand changed hands on wagers on the
The Board of Directors of the program is sponsored by the Cal- pleasing personality.
night
led
Death
by
L.
came
J.
the
Frank
at
Mason
Hortin,
McClain,
HosChef
de
Mr.
Train
Arthur
the
secretary
state
of
loway
Broach,
will
county
be
Charles
decisio_n_
Wesley,
Jr.,
Clara
and
health
department
_Western Dark Fierd Tobacco Growpital Saturday following an illness Mrs, M. A. Taylor all of Mayfield; Waldron and Mrs. Nelle Lambert, of the Chamber of Commerce and here as will Jim Hammond, state
Civil
leaders
and
officials
ers' Association, at a special called with Troy McDougal as supervisor.
County
Sanitary
Inspector Linville of several weeks. Death was at- Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Alexander of Harrisburg, Ill. One great-grand- the club voted to wire Senators commander and T. H. • Hayden, throughout the district greeted the
meeting held Tuesday voted to reLogan,
tributed
McKellar,
heart
to
a
ailment
Union
state
she
and
City.
Barkley
adjutant
Tenn.
of
Yates
the
is
and
American
James
child,
announcement
aiding in the work. Thirty
Waldrop. of the counas an important step
open the membership books of the
Congressman Gregory asking their Legion.
had been a patient at the hospital
There were four generations ty, was also present.
in future development.
organization, and
until further from relief rolls have been assignrenewed
for
a
efforts.
week.
present.
The
40
8-ens
'and
and
the poor
A song over 'WSM, Nashville.
Governor Hill McAlister of Tennotice applications will be received ed to the work. Applicants for the
Another project in which the goofs will assemble at the court nessee commented briefly. "As
Surviving are her parents Mr.
Ten of the eleven children born Tenn., dedicated to Mr. and Mrs.
for new members. All contracts toilets are to furnish materials and
club
is
interested,
and
Mrs.
D.
McCuiston.
W.
the
just
house
of
to
at 2:30 o'clock. The initia- Governor I am very gratified at
Mr. and Mrs. Waldrop are now Waldrop, was sung at 6:30 p. m.,
securing of
must be submitted to the home of- supervision and labor are furnished
West of Concord, and two brothers living. They are .8.Tand J. E. and anotheer over the same Station a limestone rock crusher for Cal- tion and meeting
will continue the decision since it means so
fice for approval before new mem- by the relief agency.
Trellis and Kelly Brooks McCuis- Waldrop, of the county; H. C. Wal- the following morning at seven loway county to make available through the afternoon and evening. much to Tennessee."
bers can make deliveries of their
limestone
at
ton.
h
She 'also leaves numerous drop, Mayfield; Wesley and Post- o'clock.
minimum cost. It No outside wprk will be given at
Governor Bibb Graves, Alabama
tebacco to the pool.'
was reported that Calloway would this -wreck-.
other relatives.
said "It was a great victory for
The association's attorney was inifte
4,000
tons and Graves county
Flower girls were: La Rue Dunn,
the givernment" and added that
structed to investigate alleged vio2,000 tons. The State through
Mildred Allbritten, Evelyn Allbritit would enable America to comlations of the Standard Marketing
Commissioner of Agriculture Garth
pete more successfully In world
Funeral services for Roy. Dunn, ten, Mary Dean Colley, Loretta
Agreement by members and indeK. Ferguson, has promised the use
Baucom, Mary Mason Dunn. The
markets through improved water
pendent buyers- and. if -Sufficient 4 years of age, were held at the
of the crusher and labor, in part
pallbearers were Richard Baucom.
-facilities.
evidence is found to justify legal home near Kirksey Thursday afterat least, has been secured through
Percy Baucom, Harold Baucom,
The 7,700 inhabits of Norris, the
action, he is to file suit under the noon at 4 o'clock. The Rev. Mr.
Camp Murray CCC Camp. The
Hansford McCuiston, Frank McTVA's model town, site of one of
Binkham Cooperative Marketing Davis, Kirksey, we" in charge o
committee composed of H. T. Walthe new dams, tally laid plans for
the services and burial was in the Cuiston. and Billie Colley.
Act of 1922.
drop, L. J. Hortin and Raymond Services From Home at Kirksey; a celebration and dance at the
Kirksey cemetery.
Tickets on the 'beautiful genuine Ledger & Times and many are Hamlin reported that the rock
Burial In Tacker Graveyard
community building tonight. '
The youth died at the home
•
11 O'clock A. M.
stump walnut bed room suite to be calling to admire it. The suite is could be secured for 5 cents a ton.
Thursday morning following an
the
latest
of
modern
The
most
and
club
deis
also
assisting
in
-the
ilIfiess of pneumonia. Surviving
given away by The Ledger &
sign and is a genuine $98.50 value move to revive the Boy Scout
Funeral services for Miss Oma
are the parents Mr. and Mrs. Louie
Times on April 11, absolutely-free, (not marked up for advertising movement.
The club's committee Tucker. 56 years of age, were held
Dunn
and
three
sons
and
two
subscriber
some
to
services
to the paper purposes).
for Mrs. Lula
41. Funeral
Funeral services for Mrs. Sue
composed of Carman Graham, A. Saturday morning at 11 o'clock
Elkins, 51 years of age, were held brothers.
Howard. 69 years of age, were held living in Calloway county are like
The offer is virtually a duplicate B. Austin, and Dr. H. Calvin Smith from the home near Kirksey. Elder
Saturday afternoon from the Pine
Thursday afternoon at 1:30 o'clock cakes at a county fair -they are of last year's when a living room will meet with the committee from David Thompson was in charge of
Monday night was the coldest of
Bluff Baptist church. The Rev. W. Thoroughbreds Make
at Antioth with Elder J. B. Harde- going rapidly. Despite the bad suite was given away-won by R. the Rotary next Monday night to the services. Burial was in the the winter, the severest since 1929Tough Tourney Draw man, Sedalia, in charge of the ser- weather, never a day passes but L. Hughes. Murray Route 4-the formulate plans. The Rotary com- Tucker 'Graveyard. West of Kirk- 30. with the thermometer taking a
C. Skinner was in charge of the
services and burial was in the Parvices. Mrs. Howard died Tuesday that from several to a score or only change is that old subscribers mittee is composed of Vernon Stub- sey.
dive to 12 below zero sometime
If the Murray Thoroughbreds morning of last week pf heart more subscribers come in and take are given an opportunity to win an blefield Sr.. Dr.
ker cemetery.
Miss Tucker died Thursday morn- during Monday night. The readHugh McElrath,
Mrs. Elkins died at the home ever get to the finals in the K. I. trouble, at the home near Brown's advantage of this' oftel.
extra ticket by bringing us in a and Dr. 0. C. Wells Sr.
ing at the home from dropsy. She ing was official on the government
near Pine Bluff Friday night fol- A. C. tournament at Bowling Green Grove.
Several are also getting an ex- bona-fide new subscriber.
A committee was appointed to lived near Kirksey with her sister, tube here while several others reglowing an illness of some time. next week end they ought to be
The pallbearers were Alton Rog- tra ticket by bringing us a new
This is NOT a contest, there are meet with the Rotary on Thursday, Miss Harriett Tucker. The de- istered 14 bel6w on unofficial
.Death was attributed to euremic state champions,.
ers, Jess Warren. Edgar and Auto- subscriber. Two tickets are given no strings to the proposition. All today, and assist in entertaining the ceased was a member of the readings.
For Cutchin's Racehorses meet my Mayfield, Berry Harrison and to any old subscriber who brings that you-have to do is renew your legislative committee
poisoning. Surviving are two sons
which will be Church of Christ and was admired
This is the record in Murray
John Thomas. CCC Camp at Mart- the strong University of Louisville turoll Andrus. Flower girls were us a new one. Of course, the idea subscription or subscribe for The here inspecting the Murray College and loved by many.
since the 16 below in January.
ford, A F. Elkins, Hazel Route 2, quint In the opening round next Beatrice Rogers, Charlene and Opal is that the old subscriber will give Ledger & Times. You are given properties. They are: A. B. AusSurviving are three sisters Miss 1930. when Murray had the dubious
Thursday afternoon and, if they Mayfield. Charlotte Jordan. Flossie one of the tickets to the person a ticket, a duplicate of which is tin, Raymond
and a daughter at home.
Hamlin. Joe T. Harriett Tucker. Mrs. Ella Marine honor of being the coldest spot in
succeed in downing the Cardinals. Andrus and Addle Anderson.
who gave him the subscription and placed in a box and on Saturday Lovett, Waylon Rayburn, and H. Kirkaey. and Mrs. Ona Tabers, San the United States for a day.
keep the other for his effort
Mrs, Lucien White. of Knox will meet the Hilltoppere again Friafternoon, April 11, some little boy T. Waldrop.
Antonio, Texas, and three brothers.
A two-inch snow, which was
day
her
that
poultry
evening
says
flock.
at
county.
eight o'clock.
This beautiful suite, which is as or girl will draw a ticket from the
Hickman county farmers are urgHarper and Otho Kirksey, and Ad- much drifted by high winds Monmodel
Cutchln
Kentucky LAyhopes to have Eldridge ing that if soil fertility is to stay good as money can buy, is on dis- box and if you are the holder of
housed fft a
Two Hopkins county communities rain. Mineral Wells, Texas.
day night, made the going exceeding house, continued layiyi through McKeel, his crack center. in top at the present level, crop linStation play at the Crass Furniture Store. the lucky ticket you get the bed have selected dairy herd improveingly dangerous for cars and peshape
for the tourney.
must be maintained •
cold Weather.
s
ment as their main project
It pays to read the elansified ads. destrians Tuesday.
•
.._ _just across the street from The room suite absolutely free.

I

Dr:Crume•Takes
Oath of Regent

LEGION POST ONLY
19 SHORT OF QUOTA

W. S. HARGIS OF
ALM IS CALLED

Bonus, Farm Funds
' Voted in Senate

DISTRICT ROTARY
CLUBS HERE 25TH

Sate- as--

cn

Six Are Taking
_Rabies Treatment

EULA M'CUISTON,
OF CONCORD, DIES

Mrs,A.
-FL-Wacp _Mark Their 60th Wedding Day

POOL OPENS BOOKS
200
FOR NEW MEMBERS To Build
Sanitary Toilets

40 & 8 WRECK TO
BE HELD IN CITY

Business Club
Keeps After Dam

Dunn- Youth,'4,
Rites Thursday

Many Taking Advantage
of Bed Room Suite Offer

Mrs. Lula Elkins
, Rites Saturday

Mrs. Sue Howard
Rites Thursday

MISS OMA TUCKER
RITES SATURDAY

Mercury Drops to
12 Below in City

•

•0.
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First Baptist Church had- a ValenIncluded were Miss Margaret at 8 o'clock. Those present were dale Miss Crystal Day.
Itva. 314 T. Lovett, Editor
Phone 334, Plasm
tine party Friday evening at the -Lassiter-1w. Limbs* Finest Miss as follows:
- Kiss 4hiie
Lonnstreim, Miss
home of Mrs. Ronald Churchill.
Katie Irvin, Miss Jane Melugin,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Wrinkle, Pearl Blabey, Miss Ruby Rose,
Mrs A. L. Bailey is leader and ICUs Reba Mae Hale.
Mr and Mrs. Forster Clark, Mr. Mn. Thomas Bell Jr.. Mrs. Wavel
had a well planned program of
Miss Christine Johnston. Mims and Mrs Ames, Mrs. Amy John- Outland, Mrs. Tommie Lavender.
games.
Kathleen hues. Miss !Evelyn Hur- son, Mr and Mrs. Seiner Vaughn.
M. Carl Williams. Mrs. del
lietieshinents Were servedV. Kiss Coeliac- Atteltsses,
J1#9.41Satl, Lonitie iffettedit,
.P4-001,-Idrs.
Eleven were present.
Kathleeu Robertson.
Margaret Ellis, Miss Margaret 11111, Carl Lovett, Mrs. Tom Williams,
•••• •
Miss Mary Minces Miller, Miss Everet McNeely, Miss Peggy Phil- Mrs. Jewell
Taylor.
Rotary Club To Be
Elizabeth Washatn. Miss Dorothy lips.
Mrs.
-Ira
Fox,
Mrs. Burgess ParOen for thts page should be submitted not later that Tuesday
Hone T• %Maori
Robertson, Miss Jenny Sullivan,
Mr. and Mrs. Tollie Cole and ker, Mrs. Zelna RUmfelt, Mrs. WilThe Rotary Club - will be host Miss Frances Pointer.
afternoon each weak.
baby, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Eagher, liam _Maddox, Mrs. Sam Booker,
to Rotarians of the District ,at a • Miss Gracie Nelle Jones. Mrs. J Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Horton, Mrs. Mrs. Charlie Cain,
banquet at Wells Hail Tuesday ev- 'R. Williams, Mrs. Harry Broach, Claragelle Rundel, Mr.
Lassiter-King
and Mrs.
appointed.
Finance
committee
6.
Mrs. Jesse W. Lassiter, Miss Lurie
ening the 25th. The ftotary Anna Mrs 0. B. lrvan Jr., Mrs. Porter Gordon Prout,
Wedding Solemnised
Mr. and Mrs. Ros9. Nominating committee named. are included.
Barrow. Mrs. W. P. Garrison, Mrs
White,
coe. Eberle, Alden
Vetail, Miss
Carr
gave
high
Margaret
10.
Mrs.
J.
W.
Miss
marriage
of
The
Gladys Feldahahn, Miss Hazel Hor- Houston Ray. Mrs. Tom Bell Sr.,
Lassiter to Mr. Keith King was points of recent Board of Directors M. E. Society
Barrow -Milton
ton, Miss Fay Horton, Mimi'Ruth Mrs. Its Douglass.
meeting
in
Louisville.
performquietly- but impressively
Meets
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Marriage
Jenkins. Miss Simpson,
ed Saturday afternoon at the home
W. H. Mason, Mrs'. Myrtle Garrett,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mike
Horn/hick.
of the bride's father. Mr. A. W. Alice Waters Missionary
Circle Three of the Woman's
Announeeirient has been made of
Mrs. Myrtle wan: wits. Joseph
Lassiter and Mrs. Lassiter. The
MIssieriary Society of the First the marriage of Miss Fannie Bar- Mr. and Mrs. Gill McCatty, George Thornton, Mrs. Opal Taylor, Miss
Circles hieets
Rev. R. F. Gregory officiated. Thi
Methodist church met Tuesday row to Dua Lane Milton, both of Burr. George Eberle, Roy Homer, Hilda Brown.
immediate members of the tastily 'The No. I Circle met at the home afternoon with Mrs. G. C. Ash- near Model. Tenn. The ceremony Ann and Buddy Leslie, Mr. and
Mrs. Bon Canter, Mrs. Jim Page,
•
of Mrs. C. H. Bradley.
were present
craft, College Addition, as host. was read at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bowman Clanton, Mr. and Mrs. Hermon
Outland, Miss Treva
The bride, a beautiful blond.
Mrs. F. E. Crawfuedi presided The program was opened with a Mrs. J. M. Thomas, Model, with Mrs. Herman Barber, Ann Barber, Rogers, Miss Edith
Lovett, Mrs
wore a becoming spring suit in over a short business session and song and Mrs. G. T. Hicks was in Mr.- Thomas officiating. They are Mr. and Mrs Okley Eberle.
Mr. and Mrs. Eberle will make Bates Richardson,
blue with grey accesioriee
charge. The theme of the program making their home in the Iron Val.,
the following program:
Mrs. W. A. Steel, Mn. Fred Bartheir home ier11233--lecond streitl,
Diey left afterward for Jackson,
was inspiration from nature, prayer ley community, near Model.
Songs.
ber, Miss Elizabeth Richardson,
Highland
Park,
Mich.
Tenn., and thence to Middleton,
aerates
and
work.
Mrs.
C. A.
"Pioneer".
Mrs. Vera Rogers, Mrs Samuel
• it 9 9, t_
Tenn., where they wilt snake Units - "Limeade.mm4 lx-chasste at• the de- Ftdelis Clam -NM*-lu`••
Adams, Mn vfayste-Barhoe.
votional.
-,
Its
Danes.;
Overbey.
The Fidehs Class of the First Mrs.
Is Host
Mrs. King was an A.13 student
Following the program *business
"Ideals of Washington and LinMiss Alice Roberts
at Murray State College and is a coln and Do they Exist TodaY", session was held and dainty re- Baptist Church met Friday evenEntertains
On Monday night, February 10,
ing the fourteenth at the home of
talented musician. She possesses Mrs. Joe Lovett.
freshments were served.
a lovely shower was given in the
many winsome -characteristics that
Those present were Mrs. Byran Miss Nellie Mae Wyman with Miss
Prayer, Mrs. Dale.
A surprise household shower was
home of Mrs. Ila Douglas, South
has Made her one.,of the City'r Mos&
given in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
A salad plate was served by Mrs Tolley. Mrs. Burnett Warterfield, Wyman, Mrs. F. M. Perdue, Mrs.
Eighth
st
,
reet,
assisted
by
Mrs.
Walpoi:attar young women.
Miss Ruth Lassiter. Mrs. W. J. Mc- C. G. Cobb, and Mrs. A. W. Willard
Bradley and Mr's. Dale.
Luther Gooch and Mr. and Mrs.
ter Garrison, Mrs. Houston Ray.
as -hosts.
Coy. Mrs. C. A. Bishop.
There were twelve present.
Taylor Gooch at the home of Miss
Mr. King is the son of Mrs. R. E
and
Mrs.
Tom
Bell
in
honor
of
Mrs. Wade Crawford led the deMrs. J. T. Cochran, Mrs. G. T.
Alice Bea Roberts Wednesday evKfl
and the late R. E. King of
Mrs. Robert Lovett.
ehing, February 12.
Circle No. 2 met at the home of Hicks, Mrs. Desiree Fair, Mrs. votional and prayer was offered
Henderson. Venn. He received his
The honoree was seated in the
Homer Williams, Mrs. H. T. Wal- by Mrs. Geo. Upchurch.
The shower was carried out as
degree from Murray State College Mrs. Bub Doran_
Mires Nellie Mae Wyman presid- center of the living room and a a Valentine party. Red and white
Mrs. Albert Lassiter. leader, drop, Mrs. Voris Denham. Mrs.
in 1935 and was an outstanding
ed
over
the
business
session.
beautiful
basket
in
pink
and
blue
heart-shaped
sandwiches, coffee
athlete, was alternate football cap- opened the program with a song Jim Dulaney.
A pleasant social hour followed loaded with many lovely gifts was cakes, and pickles were served.
Miss- Mary Shipley. Mrs. V. C.
and called on Mrs. Bell who chose
tain and all-S.I.A_A. fullback.
during
which
a
pretty
presented
by
party
Miss
Pearl
plate
lalabey
The guest list included Mrs. Tom
Mr. King was also at the front for her subject for the -devotional Stubblefield. Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft
valentine favors was served. and Miss Ruby Rose, nurses of the Taylor, Lula and Iva Garner, Mauin Wiser student activities being "In the Garden of Prayer", it Mrs. Leslie Putnam. Mrs, Adam, with
Present
were
Mason
Mrs,
T.
L.
Smith,
Memorial
Hospital,
after
wonderful talk was given by Miss* Mrs. Mary McCoy Hall, Mrs. M.
zee Farmer, Alice Roberts, Mrs.
Predient of the senior class.
Mrs Will McCoy, Mrs. W. T. Sledd, which refreshments were served.
Raymond Parks, Mrs. Everett RobAlice Waters on ':Bishop Lambuth Miller.
so
Mrs. C. G. Cobb, Mrs. Ethel -PasThe following guests were pres- erts, Mrs. Claude Cunningham, Mrs
and His Work in China."
Club Has Hwy Session
chall. Mrs. C. H. Beaman.
ent:
A short business session follow- Mrs. Sherman Barns To
Rob Lamb, Mr.' and Mrs. D. H.
Mrs. Elbert 1-11.isiter, Mrs. F. M.
Mrs. Kirk Pool: Mrs. W. F. Skin- Myers, Mr. and Mrs. Lindsay RobFebruary business meeting ed.
Speak On -Peace"
Perdue, Mrt 'Lillie Miller, Mrs, C. ner. Miss Lucille Henderson, Miss erts and Charlotte Ann.
Murray Woman's Club was
A George Washington plate was
The A. A. U. W., the B. and P. P. Currier, Mrs. Burgess Parker Lorene Youngs. Miss Lottie Ken- I Mrs. Luther Gooch., Mrs. Roy
y at the home of Mrs served by Mrs. Doran and Mrs.
W 's Club and the Woman's Club Sr.. Mrs. A. G. Outland.
Homer Pentecost.
Butterworth.
S.
Mrs. J. W. Outland, Mrs. 0. C. It
W. J. Caplinger -presided
There were twenty-one present are sponsoring a program to be
given at the High School audi- Wells, Mrs, Neva Waters, Mrs.
over * full session briefly outlined Mrs E. B. Houston was a visitor.
BALCONY
torium on Friday evening at .7i45- Wade Crawford, M!_. Eva Kelly,
• -fcdinanc
- •lte tills p. m. d
Mrs. W. H. Lemon.
I. Pictures to he given to schools
Mrs. Marvin Whitnell had the
except Sunday
Mrs. R. H. Falwell. Mrs. Asher
They are bringing to Murray
were' accepted. One will be hung Friday bridge club at her home.
Story, Mrs. A. W. Willard, Mrs.
in the High School library and
Mrs, Walter Blackburn had high Mrs_ Sherman Barns of Carbondale,
Ill., who will speak on "Peace". She Joe Johnston. Mrs. Get). Upchurch,
one in the art room of the Training score
.
is, an interesting speaker and has Mrs C. H. Jones.
School
Only members were present.
Hollowell, Mrs.
Miss Lillian
for several years , been actively
Sixty-five dollars for playconnected with the" Intern/Mortal Denwitt Wilkins, Mrs. Max Pittway,
gfonnd espaprnent for High School
Mrs. Jack Beats -Jr. will be at Peace League.
Mrs. Hattie Boirdurant„ Mrs. Henry
grounds reported purchased.
Magazine Club on
'SORE TUN,Ell, KID?'
Before and after the talk a mus- Gatlin, Miss .Nellie Mae Wyman.
3. Milk fund now reported being home to the
Pith at 2:30 ical program of
afternoon
the
- ••..•
Thursday
"We're the, All•Amer.used for undernourished children_
a varied nature
Ifr"
ican musical-comedy
will be given by Prof. W. H Fox Alphas To Diets 22nd
4. Mrs. S. Barns to give talk. on o'clock.
given
by
Ataddress
will
be
An
backii•ld of 1 311."
and Prof. Warren Angel.
"Peace"'Friday night. Free. .
The Alpha Department will meet
-The
on
Wells
Overbey
torney
The public is invited. No admis5. Reception for guests on March
Saturday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
Scripture
ToS'
•"
-4(0
0
the
Significance
of
sion.
5th. at the home -of- Mrs. - W. H.
at the home of Miss Floy Robbins.
answered
•• • • •
Mason. Club presidents in the day". Roll call will be
•• •••
chapter
or
verse,
favorite
by a
district to be included.
Miss Margaret Tandy Entertains
Murray Rotarians To Entertain
6. Mrs. C. A. Bishop presents book of the Bible.
With Dinner-Bridge
Miss Lula Clayton Beale will
peace petition in keeping with
The Murray Rotary Club will he
provide the musical numbers.
Bliss
Margaret Tandy was host host to the other Rotary Clubs in
National
Drive.
,
.„.
•
•
at .a dinner-bridge Party at Use 'the. district at a dinner at Wells
_• 7.•-corerattiee to Investigate rent,
ing__of a club rcena.
The Junior B.. Y. P U. of the Nt_tional. _HOW On Saturday eon. -Hall Tuesday evening, February
a•
LB
ening.
25th. The wives are included.
• PENNER...Okla
The long table was attractively
•••••
sEa
mom s
set with a centerpiece in blue and Officers 'To Be Guests Of
S • LANGFORD it
gold--bolding
yellow roses and
Merrill Woman's Club
KM Mat LIBOR BMW
flanked on each side by burning
will
tapers. The Murray Woman's Club
An elaborate course dinner was be host at a reception in complienjoyed.
ment to the statepresident NITS.
In the game of bridge prizes for Wickliffe of Greenville and the di.-.
..,endsbefought
high seewee wonl-te Mrs. Herbert
gusi nut,
. Joe
with a woman's
Drennon and to Dr. Drennon,
of Hickman on the evening of
Covers were laid for Mr. and March the 5th. "Macon Manor",
fierce weapons to
Mrs. C. 1..., Sharborough, Dr. and the home of Mrs. W. H. Mason, will
get bock the man
Mrs. Charles Hire, Dr. and Mrs. be opened for the occasion.
she adored from
Herbert Drennon, Mr. and Mrs. E
the vixen who
S. Diuguid Jr.
Barber-Eberle Wedding
destroyed her
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sledd, Mr.
Announced
happiness.
and Mrs. Joe Lovett. T. H. Stokes.
Mr. and Mrs. mennerr---Barner.Forrest Pogue and the host.
210 Ford. Highland Park, Mich.,
announce the marriage of - their
Shower Given Fog
daughter Mildred to Oakley Eberle.
Miss Margaret Lassiter
The wedding was solemnized SatMists Winifred Keys- entertained urday. February itat
with a pretty Valentine party at at the home of the bride's parents.
! her home on Friday afternoon in The double ring ceremony was
! complirhent to Miss Margaret Las- read by Bro. Holton of Tuxedo
Church of Christ. Only members
! Ater bride-elect.
The beautiful new home was of the family and close friends
very inviting. An attractive center- were present.
Miss Hazel Barton . acted as
piece of red roses was on, the dinbrides-maid.
Alden Vetail was
ling table.
1 The honoree wore a corsage of best man.
Mrs. Eberle wore a frock of baby
talisman roses ,which was the gift
• of the host. Vie guests also show- blue crepe with silver accessories
and a corsage of pale pink rose
ered her with lovely giftz.
The host assited by her mother. buds and white sweet peas. Miss
Mrs_ B. B. Keys, served a plate Horton wore turquoise blue with•
lunch carrying out the Valentine silver accessories. Beautiful Luxurious LIVING ROOM
A wedding reception was given
motif.

ta

Brandon, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Moore, Mrs. Claude Gooch, Mrs.
Nache Waters, Mrs. Marvin Hill,
Mrs. Eva Hill, Miss Bettie Myers,
Miss itlescbe Vaughn, Mrs. Bone
Cochran.'Mrs Shirley.. Lamb. Mr.
and Mrs. L. A. Alderson, Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Boggess.
Mrs. Walter Steely, Reble Steely,
Mrs. Aubrey Steely and Shirley
Steely, Mrs. Cleon Cunningham and
Glenda Cunningham. Mary Frances
Pool, Mrs. Verble Taylor, Hera and
Jane Parks, Willie Mae Cunningham, Mrs. Beatrice .Hopkins and
children, Mary Alice, RolStrt, and
William.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Tucker, Mrs
Taylor Gooch, Bettie Lou and
ifarik Myers Hill, Everett Roberts.
Raymond Parks and Marvin Hill.
Those sending gifts were:
Mr. and Mrs, A. L. Wells, Carmon Parks, Mr. and Mrs. James
Hester Foster, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
witherilen, Mrs. Roy Poole, Mrs.
Charlie Clerk, Mr. ead Mrs John
Gooch,
Luther Gooch, Mrs. Eufaula Orr,
Mrs. Claud - Vaughn. Mn Clauda
Lutes', Maydell Lther, Mrs S. A.
Cunningham, Claude Cunningham
and W. M. Cunningham.
Mise Annie B. Ellison Honored
Miss Annie 13. Edison was honored with a birthday dinner Sunday,
February 16, at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. .1.. A. Ellison.
Music was furnished for the occasion by Prentice McCuiston and
Hoyt McClure.
note, who were present were
John Idenry Oiitland, Wade Roberts, William Stewart, Hoyt McClure, Prentice McCuiston, Orvil
McClure,' Guy McCuiston, Roy Ellison.
Orvil Boyd, Tr•eaman ,McCuiston,
Miss Ruth Myrtle Wade., Miss Annie B. Ellison, Miss Moela Wrye.
Miss Lorene McClure, Miss Lovelle

McClure, and Mr. and Mrs. J. A.

Mr. And Mrs. Clifton Mason
Entertain
Mr and Mrs. Clifton Mason en.
tertained with a valentine Turfy
at their home last week. Dancing
was enjoyed with radio dance orchestras furnishing the Music.
The guest list included Miss
Odell Bean, Wilburn Bean, Lloyd
Bean, Mr. and Mrs. Ottis Riley,
Miss Cozy Riley, Tressie Riley,
Adolph Mason, Miss Hazel CopeRaymond Wyatt, Estelle
land,
Copeland. Johnnie Copeland.
Garland Copeland, Miss Mary
Newsom. Grotis Riley. Bird Newsome, Josephine Newsome, Mitt
Newsome, Cleo Newsome, J.- W.
Newsome, Jeff Riley, Nolen Smith.
Hubert Smith, Luther Wyatt
Clapd Wyatt, Hardie Waters, Jewel
Lee Mason, Miss OUis Youngblood,
Leon and Gay Youngblood.
• •-• •
Lynn Grove Missionary Society
Mrs. Hardie Rogers was host to
members of the Lynn Grove
Missionary Society of the M. E.
Church Saturda, February 9. The
following program was given:
Subject: Pioneers.
Song, "I'll Go Where You Want
Me to Go."
Prayer, Mrs. Hurley.
Bible Reading, Isaiah 35.
Buziness.
Song-Carlene Sue Lockhart
Meditation, Mrs. E. If. James,
Being a Coed
Neighbor-t by

We Continue ..
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UNDER ORDERS OF THE MASTER
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In GOODYEAR TIRES we have too

FURNITURE

PARADE OF
HITS MARCHES
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I
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the renve to new
adventure's

ken
MKINARD
WESTf RN
COU RAGE

TOM
MIX
-in"THE MIRACLE
RIDER"
•

Chapter 12
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"Alias Stnick"
Color Cartoon

Special Added AttractionT

BING!
BANG!
Bo

SELTZER WATER
COMES OUT OF
THE SCREEN!
BASEBALLS MAKE
YOU DUCK!
T
RO
HE
AR
SIME
FN
U NGO
AL
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Dloscoms,

A third dimension picture combined with color
and sound. The objects on the screen actually
rush .out into the audience with startling realism. It':; a riot of fun With Pete Smith as the instigator.
.

ALSO
THELMA TODD PATSY KELLY
in "TOP FLAT"
NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY

R K0
59010
rcru,s

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
$1,000,000 TO

4.50-21 and 4.75-19 and
MUST SELL!
41/1"

REAL
BARGAINS
FOR A
FEW DAYS

BRING YOU THE
WORLD'S MOST
THRILLING LOVE
STORY I

RONA
TALE oFTWO CITIES

E. S. DIUGUID, Je., Trustee

E. S. Diuguid 81 Son

Ft

..••••••••••

many in sizes:

SPECIAL PRICES ON EVERYTHING-IT MUST
BE REDUCED-YOU HAVE NO BETTER
OPPORTUNITY TO BUY

-

BI

SATURDAY ONLY

FURNITURE!

$27.50
SUITES, fine upholstery
$69.50
$97.50 MOHAIR SUITES
$24.50
$35.00 STUDIO COUCH
$19.50
BEDROOM SUITES priced as low as
$52.50
$75.00 SUITES as low as
$67.50 SUITES as low as
$49-50
Occasional Chairs, Velours, Mohairs, Tapestry
Covers, $640,to $10.00 values, priced
from
$3.75 to $7.50
CONGOLEUM GOLD SEAL RUGS,
first grade
$6.19
$4.95
40 and 50 pound all cotton MATTRESS
INNERSPRING MATTRESSES as cheap as $8.75
_
•nd others.
$27-50-400sir and Sellers KITCHEN
$19.95
CABINETS for
BREAKFAST SUITES,5 pieces, variety
in finishes
$9.95 and $11.75
FOUR-POSTER BEDS$7.95 to $10.95
STEEL BEDS, enamel finish
$3.95 to $7.95

Ii

'WMTh
,
-i-ter-a-frost

FINE

It Must Be Sold Regardless!
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SUNDAY and MONDAY
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TODAY and FRIDAY
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Out overstdcked ,condition enables you to secure a real tire value in these two- popular sizes.
Comesin today. Remember GOODYEAR offers
blow-out protection and a tire guarantee of va1ti--2.

BEALE MOTOR COMPANY,Inc.
Phone 170
Murray, Ky.

Charles Dickens' gripping novel in a giant production
werfh core of 49,000 tncluchnq:
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Jane Adams) Manon Crawford.
Reading: "Where
the
Cross
Crowded Ways, Mrs. Carl Lockhart.
Poem. "The Moon Looks Down,
(b.)S Ikagawa) Mrs. Rogers.
• Benediction, Ms. Douglass.
Refreshments were served and
valentine given to the following:
Mrs. E. H. James, Mrs. E. E.
Douglass, Mrs. L. Z. Hurley, Mrs.
Carl Lockhart, Mrs. Joel Crawford,
Mrs. Hardie Rogers.
Miss Matson
Crawford, Miss
Evelyn Lou Lockhart, Miss Clara
Hi Hurley, Miss Carlene Sue Lockhart, Miss Tennie Wilson Rogers.
•• • • •
111111eautiful Tea Is Given
By Made_ Degartaaent

Toe Dance: Miss Betty Harris of
Mayfield.
Ileg Dance: Marion Sharborough.
Martha little Hood, Alma G. Farebough.
Miss Lowe of Mayfield accompanied at the piano.
Punch and cookies were served
from the dining table which held
as a centerpiece red roses arranged
in a silver bowl and silver holders
held burning tapers. Mrs. Walter
Boone, Miss Lula Clayton Beale,
Miss Frances Sexton assisted in the
serving.
Other members of the Music Department and Mrs. Herbert Drennon received with Mrs. Hood.
About two hundred were ewesent.
•
One of several unusually lovely
social functillks given in the city Confederacy Group
Meets
the past week was the tea given
by the Music Department on WedThe Children of Confederacy
nesday afternoon at the home of held their monthly meeting TuesMrs. R. H. Hood.
day. February 18, at the home of
The spacioussrimme were
Mss. Penn Roberts.
with attractive
and interesting
The meeting opened with Nancy
women- enjoying the gracious hos- Mellen presiding. Interesting talks
were made by James - Lassitesiatx
A very pleasing musical program Kentucky and Rebecca Robertson
was given by Miss Lillian Watters on Lanier.
and Miss Helen Roberts pianists;
Delightful
refreshments
were
Vaginialee Thompson and Jose- served.
phine Franklin violinists, and Miss
The next meeting will be held
Margaret Marshall accompanist.
March 16 at 6:30 o'clock and ell
The dancing class of Mrs. Spears' eligible for membership see Mrs.
presented a colorful and artistic Penn
Roberts
for
application
program of dances as follows:
blanks.
• •• • •
Butterfly Dance: Ann Lowry,
Caroline Carter, Jeanette Farmer, Mrs. Greg Miller Is Hon To
Hazel Hood, Sarah Ruth Rhoads.
Arts And Craft Club
Bobbie Jane Padgett, Naomi Lee
Mrs.
Greg Miller was host to
Whitnell, A`va Nelle Farmer, Joan
the Arts and Craft Club and sevFulton. Leda G. Gholson.
Russian Dance: Misses Slyvia and eral other friends at her home on
Beatrice Packman, Miss Betty Jane Wednesday afternoon.
Crocheted bed spreads including
McCord.
many pretty patterns were on display.
Mrs. Melus Linn presided over a
short business session and then
intorduced Miss Margaret Graves
who told cleverly and with much
realness of her trip abroad. The
College male quartet sang a group
of numbers.
W
An elaborate salad plate was

• •
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ROBERT S. BLALOCK
12. RITES TODAY

rT i-City Resident
Ritesfor Saturday

PAGE THRPS

_

-

baby, Leslie Holmes Jr.. visited
their parents, Mrs Stella Furches
and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ellis Sunday.
Bad roads..dalais
.postman.
Etay.iit
Pleased!' Grove
letter is delayed.
ses.

Faxon Hi News

THIS WEEK
LAST YEAR

.4111•—••

Card of Thanks .

-We desire to express our sincerest gratitude not only to the qv.
S:. Valentine was
popular
Mason and their entirdeestaff. Lave
saint around Faxon last Friday.
'nem .%141111r 4 Mimes files)
to all friends near and far, who lor
•
Many valentines were distributed
to their
Prominent Farmer of Brandon's
graciously contributeed
s
throughout the school, and each of
Mill Section Died Last Night;
William Mason Memorial Hos- comfort and consolation. To the
the elementary rooms had valenLeaves Wham S Cb4141keepital virtually destroyed by early Churchill Funeral Home for their
tine parties.
Sunday morning fire. Forty-two tender ministrations to the little.
Murray High School is scheduled
Funeral services for Robert S.
patients rescued Vittiout loss of life form gone -from us.—Mr. and Mrs.;
to bring both debate teams for
Blalock, 72 years of age, will be
or serious injury through heroic Ed Prince nad family.
practice debates with Faxon- teams
held this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
action of- nurses and hospital staff.
Tuesday afternoon, February 25.
from the Pottier Springs Church.
Dr. William H. Mason, head of ins- MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Debaters on the affrimative side
The Rev. J. H. Thurman will be
The public is cordially invited. to
titution, leases Morris building on
are Talmadge Burkeen, Imogene
in charge of the services and burial
West side of court square for tem- attend these services. Next Lord%
Far: is. and Wilson Gantt. The
will be in the Barnett cemetery.
day: classes in Bible study 9:45 a.
porary headquarters.
negative: Wayne Dyer, Mareva
Mr. Blalock died at }lir home
Playgoers League plays series of m. Congregational worship 10:45
Thompson and Jerlene Bogard.
near Brandon's Mill at 5:30 o'clock
six dramas at Murray State Col- a. m.
We are looking forwarsl for the
Wednesday afternoon following gi
Song service and Bible drill'
play to be given Saturday night,
2-year illness. Death was attribustudy at 7 o'clock. C. M. Grahame
District conference of the AmeriFebruary 22, entitled "The Heart of
ted to cancer. He was a member
in charge.
can Legion vet for March 16:17 in
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill., Feb. 19— A Shamrock." Everyone
of the Poplar Springs Baptist
Mid-week services: prayer meetis invited
Murray.
7.500,
Hogs:
uneven;
170-220
lb.
to come. A very small admission
ing each Wednesday at 7 p. m.
church.
class
15-20c
heavier
lower;
weights
Kentucky
Tennessee
Light &.
will be charged.
Surviving are his widow and two
o
Power Co. announced as county's
sons, Parvin, Murray grocer, and unestablished; 160 lbs. down 25-40c
top
lower;
10.90;
bulk
lbs.
170-220
biggest
taxpayets,
with bill of 36,John Blalock and sour daughters,
First And Second Grade
16.48.
Mrs. Ina Walker: -Xis
- . Nancy Lev- 1085er10.90; 140-160 lbs. 10.00ent
The
10.65;
first
100-130
lbs., 9.0051 9.65: light
and second grade gave
District high school basketball
ins, Mrs. Flora Buchanon, and Mrs.
tournament to open play March I AT RILEY RADIO CO. EVERT
Dorothy Gardner., He also le,tyes pigs down to 8.00; sows 9.25V9.50. a valentine party February 14:
Cattier, ete
"'''nelveS: 1,500; steer 011rer.:yatir—played • after which
,
in-Thliffrak-high audituritim. WEDNESDAY
t•ekansas. Kansas, 24 grandchildren supply liberal with opening bids candy and cookies were served.
Deaths:
Mrs.
Be,'
Sexton.
Mrs.
—PHONE 107—
slow: vealers 25c lower; mixed The room was decorated with
and 3 great grandchildren.
A. S. Brooks, Martie Lee Logan.
yearlings and
heifers 6.250'7.00: hearts.
Mrs.
J.
N.
Williams,
Mrs.
J.
W.
cows 5.25e6.25; cutters and low . Marta Evelyn Morris and AdolW.
Phillips, George Gooch, Walter A.
cutters 4.000.4.75; bulls 7.00; veal- phus Phelps were crowned king Elizabeth Allen and Ronald ColRadford,
E.
W.
Stubblefield
Vicin
man
in
'A
TALE OF TWO CITIES'
ens 11.50; nominal rimer steers and queen of hearts. Small prizes
D1AGNOSTRICIAN
toria, Texas, Mrs. Minnie Webb.
5.25011.75; heifers 5.25 Is 9.00; were won by the following: Frank- at the Capitol Theatre Tuesday and
Robert e. Dye, Mrs. Blanche UnWednesday.
slaughter steers, 550-1100 lbs., good lin Phelps and Junior Elliott.
derwood, of Hazel.
By Earl Chambers
and choice 7.7501140; common and
Our visitors for the party were:
medium 5.2508.00; 1100-1500 lbs. Patty Jane Garden and Julia Anne
The Greyhounds added another god and choice 10.25411.75; com- Holland.
to an almost continuous string of mon 8.00et10.50; medium 7.00418.25.
victories last Thursday evening
Third And Fourth Grade
when they decisively defeated the
N. Y. PRODUCE
The third and fourth grade had
net team of Mayfield's Company
NEW YORK, Feb. 19—Live poul- a valehtine
party Friday. Candy,
3559 on the Murray High School
try firm; freight: chickens 170+22; popcorn and
Johnson, Revenue Agent, in
pe. ,aapts were served.
court. Company 1517's five took
Serious Condition After Car
broilers uaquoted; fowls 22424; We had a vale
me box. There
an early lead meeting several of
roosters 16; turkeys leat21; ducks were several
Wreck; at Clinic.
children present.
their former teammates on the op(all
sections)
I8U19; express:
posite side of the ring and the new
We are planning on giving a play
chickens 20424; broilers 12424;
T. W. Johnson, of the U. S. Incamp's team was unable to hold
ternal Revenue of Alcoholic tax, is
fowls 22414; rosters 16; turkeys at the last of school.
the Murrayites who have better
The
honor
roll
in
health
follows:
in a critical condition at the Keys20-27; ducks 19.
than a dozen games to their credit.
Linda Lee Dyer, Brent Evans and Houston Clinic
following a car acThe meet with Columbus which
Rieke Clark.
cident of last night on the North
was scheduled for last Saturday
Highway. The car he was driving
evening was postponed and the
' Fifth And Sixth Grades
and one driven by Conn Moore,
Greyhounds are working .overtime
ML and Mrs. Ottis Riley have
The rail And sixth grades en- aceompanied by Max Hurt, side-jr
getting ready to meet Paducah at moved to the West Riley place..
slyiped and' Johnson went into a
Reidland this coming Saturday evJ. W. Wyatt. son of Peck Wyatt, joyed a valentine party Friday ditch about
100 yards farther.
afternoon, February 14. We played
ening.
has been ill.
Johnson received numerous scalp
games, served apples and candy,
The past week nas oeen one of
Sorry to hear about Bill Byerly
and opened the valentine box. wounds from glass, a crushed nose
inspections. Colonel Hunt. Corps losing a nice, young heifer.
and cheat with broken ribs. Dr.
Everyone enjoyed the party.
Gehileal•elladde._
Beasi--wea-a- M
eeTeeeeixth gr
aide has started a' Houston stated that 'a eorriPleie exfirst one and the list grew as the shopper Saturday.
study of Japan and Japanese life. amination had not been made due
days have passed. Colonel Palmer.
Claud Wyatt spent a week with We have been selling seed. We to his condition but that his concommander of Fort Knox, and
his brother, E. Wyatt, Kirksey, re- purchased a painting of Martha dition was quite critical, lie showMajor Evertts followed. Major
turning home Sunday.
Washington with • our part of the ed nice improvement during the
Lisanby. Capt. Herd and Chaplain
night.
Mi. and Mrs. Bill Byerly spent profit.
Jones included Camp Murray in
The first six grades are planning
Yohnson was unable to be identheir itinerary for the week. Mr. last Friday with their daughter,
to give a program before our tified when brought to ,the Clinic
Huff, Mr. Richie, brr. Ricker and Mrs. Lucy Roach of Gob.
school is out.
and Sheriff Kingins was unable to
seess
-Se— -a •
Id.
ikmeit
identify him although he had talknicians representing "the' bares/us
a.
When Colds Threaten..
terttelteffi sdneftrgethe nay. 'until he
If a Cold Stdkoo..
technical services from Washing- Yew weeks with her sister, Mrs.
4I- noticed his gun which brought tile
ton, Zanesville. Ohio and Paducah Lena Michael at Mayfield.
Vicks Va-tro-nol helps
Vicks VopoRub helps
agent to his mind.
were also official visitots recently.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bird
Newsome
Prevent many Colds
End al Cold sooner
Moore and Hurt were returning
E. H. Ashbrook, -agronomist, fognael,-cbildreo have returned from Mr. and Mrs. Elzo Gupton of'from a W.O.W. meeting in PaduAt the first warning sneeze or nasal
If a add has already developed, use ' er superintendent of the camp hair Detroit. •
Saran .are visiting their Wenn; -ealr 'and the' accident
occurred'
Irritation, isuickl—a few drops of
Vicks VapoRub,the mother'Standby also been with us during the past
Hr. and Mrs. Lucian Gupton.
Victor Simmons is improving at
about 10:30 at the grade and curve
VicksVairo-nol up each nostril. Espein treating colds. Rubbed on at bed- few days.
Scarbrough,
Mrs.
whose
Jane
illthis writing .
at the Utterback schoolhouse. Hurt
cially designed for nose and throat,
time, its combined poultice-vapor acness was mentioned last week. stated that Johnson was evidently
Mrs. T. C. Wyatt is sick at this
where most colds start,Va-tro-tvol helps
tion loosens phlegm, soothes
passed away Thursday . after a few driving at a good rate of speed
writing.
to prevent many colds—and to throw
helps break congestion.Often,by
day's illness of pneumonia. She was and did not take into consideraMrs. Victor Simmons has been
off head colds in their early stages
morning the worst oldie cold is over.
72 years of age. Surviving are two tion the curvature of the road.
ill.—River Rat.
Scarbrough
the
at
died
Mrs.
sisters, Mrs. Eldriage and Miss Only slight damages were done
• Follow Vicks Plan for Better Control of Colds
to
home of her son. Goeble ScarMatte Oliver: two brothers, Mack Moore's car and it was only by
A helpful guide to _fewer colds and shorter colds. Developed by Vicks
paralyWednesday
of
last
brough
Oliver of Hazel and Bill Oliver of chance that thezisaw Johnson's car
Chemins and Medical Staff; tested in sztenanie clinics by pear
sis. jameral and burial -serviceselfel --tsv
--6---gtepentrdyen; mrs:wir in rile- ditch farther on. They
[icing physicians—further proved in everyday home use by ml
were held at Green Plain Friday
We take this method of express- ibushby of South Dakota and Jeff thought at first that probably the
lions. The Plan is fully explained in each Vicks package.
afternoon.
ing our thanks for the many kind Scarbrough of New Providence. other driver continued.
Mrs. Galon Wilkerson spent. last words and deeds spoken and done Her nine -children, all with living
*
Oftsitisass: wah 4reitA WIDOW:essw
53f
Mowity 9:30 r. a. (E. S. 5.) NBC cout-le-cesa
week in Jackson, Tenn., as guest of durigg the illness, and death of our companions. are of Calloway exIn Boone county, 18 farmers
her cousin, Mrs. Emmett Humph- dear father, R. B. Morris. We es- cept Mrs. Rob Phillips of Detroit.
completed farm account books and
1122
rey.
pecially wish to thank Dr. ,Grubbs, The others, Mrs. Arthur Lassiter, 30 are,
etarting them for 1936.
Mr_ and Mrs. Edgar Wells and Mr. Kelly and the many neighbors Mrs. Dewey Grogan. Mrs. Toy
son Carnell and Mr. and Mrs. Joe and friends and for the beautiful Phillips and Mrs. Clinton Atkins,
Jessamine counti 4-11- club memBrandon spent Wednesday in Pa- flowers—His children. J. 0. Mor- Jim Granville. Johnson and Goeble
bers are in the market for baby
ducah.
ris, W. A. Morris, W. L. Morris, Scarbrough. The latter had lived beeves for their calf feeding proMr. and Mrs. Wavel Curd of Mrs. J. S. Harding, Mrs. Ted
Cle- with his mother most of the 19 ject.
Hazel spent the week end with ment.
years she had been a widow. Other
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Efrandon.
relatives surviving are several
Mrs. Dave Parks, who has been
great grandchildren and 44 grandCARD OF THANKS
&my a Mend Recommends
confined to her bed for some time,
children. Dorris, Buddy and Hilda
is improving.
We wish to thank our many May of the home, who had done BLACK-DRAUGHT
Mrs. B. S. Overbey and daugh- friends and
neighbors for the many favors for grandmother durPeople wbo have taken Blackter Pattie Mae of Murray spent many
sympathetic deeds and kind ing the many months she was an Draught naturally are enthusiastic
Monday as guests of the former's words
She was a consistent about it because of the refreshing
in the illness and death of invalid.
brother. A. L. Wens, and Mrs.
our beloved mother and grandmo- member of Green Plains church. relief it has brought them, No wonWells.—"Rose-bud"
ther, "Aunt Belle" McCuiston. May Funeral services were held Friday der they urge others to try ItI..
God's richest blessings rest on you afternoon at the church by Elder Mra. Joe G. Roberta, of Portersvilla,
served with the George Washing- all..
Ala, writes; "A friend recommended
Especially do we thank Drs. Edwin Cued and Elder Pogue. Inthick-Draught to me a. long time
ton Birthday idea suggested by the Miller
and Hale for their noble ef- terment was'in the church grave- ago, and It has proved Its worth to me.
color scheme and favors.
Ellaelt-Dratight I. good for constipation.
forts, and Mr. Ronald Churchill yard.
Visitors included were Mrs. W.
Buddy Scarbrough, who was con- I find that taking fliaolt-Draught prevent*
for his courteous and sympathetic
bilious headaches which I used to
H. Mason. Mrs. Joe Parker, Mrs.
fined to his bed several days laSt as
bows"
A purely vegetable medicins
service
—The
Family.
s
"L'IRST—The electric range makes a thrifty team with
Thomas Cook. Mrs. Boyd Gilbert.
week with bronchitis, is improving. kg relief of
1:the electric refrigerator you have in your kitchen. It
CONSTIPATION, BILIOUSNESS
Mrs. Zelner Carter, Mrs. Prentice
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis and
adds the economy of'cooking with automatically conHolland. Mrs. J. D. Sexton, Mrs.
Geo. Hart.
trolled heat to the economy of preserving food in ideal
Mrs. W. S. Swann. Mrs. C. C.
temperatures.
Farmer; Mrs. Clyde Dosses', Mrs.
"SECOND—When you add a range to your refrigerator
Marvin Fulton, Mrs. Arthur Farmyou get all your electricity at lower average cost. It's
er, Mrs. Jim Dick of Paris, Miss
cheaper to let electricity do all 3 jobs than to,,get along
Margaret Graves. Mis.s Mary Shipwith less efficient methods of cooking and reffi,geration
ley.
Funeral services for Frank Sever,
70 years of age, will be held Saturday afternoon at 1 o'clock from
the
Churchill Funeral . Home.
Burial will be in the city ceme*alp Mr. Sever died at his home
near Tr -City Wednesday night
about 5 o'clock following an extended illness of complieations.
Mr. Sever is survived by his
widow Mrs. Dora Slaughter Sever
and two sons Harry M. Sever, Terre Haute. Indiana, and Louis Sever,
Niles,. Mich.
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Radio & Refrigerator
Service

H. CARTER

CAMP MURRAY
CHATTERS

Ten Years Experience

PADUCAH RESIDENT
SERIOUSLY HURT

BABY
CHICKS
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Clark's River News
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Helping Your Family to Bitter

CONTROL ofCOLDS

S. Pleasant Grove

• 9

1

l

Gunter's Flat

Card• of Thanks

An Electric Range plus an Electric Refrigerator
cuts buying and cooking costs

Not Everybody in
Calloway county sub.
scribes to the Ledger
& -Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

WILL NOT BE
RESPONSIBLE

for anything that happens during
the screen showing of

PURE
MILK

WARN
ING
_
TO

se_

TAXPAYERS

It's Health Insurance for Your Growing
•
Boy or Girl!

You are hereby 'warned that only a few
weeks remain until the penalties go on your State
and County Takes..

It will be your joy just to watch them grow Ana
develop in radiant health and vitality—if your
children have the milk habit! There's an extra
rich creamy goodness in SUNBURST PASTEURIZED Milk which makes it taste delicious. And
it's high nutritive value surpasses that of any other
single food. Increase your daily order of milk—this
.small investment will pay big dividends in health
and vigor, not for the children but all the family!

AFTER FEBRUARY 299 1936. . .
6 percent Penalty and 6 percent Interest
Only a few week remain in which to make
arrangements for,your taxes and we feel assured
that there will be no extension of time.
The county needs funds for operating and
everyone is urged to pa3$ his taxes as soon as
possible.

Murray Milk Products Co.

CARL B. KINGINS Sherriff

Telephone 191,
•

and to use electricity for lighting only.Ask for an estimate of the cott of electric cooking in
ityir home. See us or your dealer tomorrow.

"AUDIOSCOPIKS'

ELECTRIC RANGES

SUNDAY and MONDAY

F.H.A. Terms

You may get mice in your hair.
Hit in the eye with a baseball..
A girl in your lap
.
Water in your face ...

No Down Payment
36 Months to Pay
the Balance

Film executives call it Third Dimension
. but we call it FUN!
and to this you will all agree!
IT'S THE MOST UNUSUAL NOVELTY SINCE
THE ADVENT OF TALKING PICTURES!
You'll see it for am first time SUNDAI\
Come prepared to laugh—and don't feel disturbed if some less brave person lets out a shriek
that can be heavd a block away!
CLIFTON E. MORRIS,
Manager CAPITOL THEATRE

Cook Electrically with these 4 Time
and Money Saving Features
CLOCK—Controls the length of cooking time. Give, you freedom
froth the kitchen.
THIRMOSTAT--Coetrols the crven temperature. Does away with cooking failures.
INSutArie OVIN—Holds ail the heat inside for cooking. The electricity is on only
of the time.
HIGH SPItO UNITS--Start Cooking action almo‘t imtriediamlv.
TIME

Kentucky-Tennessee -Light and Power Co.
Murray, Kentucky

1•
.
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a.
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Seemingly, Siu-dstown has retional concern for over a century.
Recommendation that pros-erten be placed Russellville as the uttet!made for navigation around Muscle ficial capital of Kentucky.
'
!Shoals was made by the Secretary
Times,
and
The
Comolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway
of War John C. Calhoun, in his reHell (Michigan) froze wear dep.
Tu-nes-Heralil, October 20. liana
iSttranimettet Oa the Congress ing a recent cad epeo.
Published by The Calloway Came, PubaleleAl Co., Inc.
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
by President Monroe in 1824, and
from 1852, the Congress has reWe're willing to give the RepubEditor peatedly authorized projects to deOle T. Levet
licans Al Smith ,gs long as they
velop navigation ore that and other don't want us to take
of the rive. both by open return for him.
Hoverptins
improvements and by canalization
ilt1D4BER
The Wilson Dam project, adopted
When Governor Chandler. selectNATIONAL. EDITORIAL in 1918. gave a nine-foot slack
Atej
.1!,.."Manif
water development. for 15 miles ed James Hammond. Patritsvijle,
commander
Kentucky
of The
above Florence. over the Muscle
Shoals rapids and, as the district American I.egfon. to be warden of
Frankfort penitentiary he
found, "flooded out the then the
madecourt
144NIZID J)ktaly ar
as excellent a choice as has been
existing canal and locks which
•
announced
since
he
was
inadequate:
.
The
diotrk
,
t
iniqgwere_
mattes
class
mail
Entered at the Postotime, Mureay. Kentucky, as second
young man of resourcecourt also found that a "high darn rated. A
fulness, energy, character and fee,Subscription Rates:---In First CongressioraffeakOtrIct and Henry and.'of' this type was the only feasible
Stewart Counties, Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky,1O;•Elsesillere,
--of eliminating this most lessneas Mr. Hammend is as well
me
eidvertiong Rates and Information about Calloway County market serious obstruction to navigation.' qualified for this important post as
any man in the state of Kentucky.
furnished upon application.
By the act of 1930, after a proConvicts who will be satisfied with
trarted study of the corps of engican do their-share -by lending these neers of the United States Army, fair and just treatment -will be
gentlemen every assistance and en- the Congress adopted a project for better off under Mr. Hammonds
iniytrtln
There ill be
souragement The dam will not be it penile:2MAt improvement of the
around
The Supreme Court's decision on etroppcel in our ,laps without any
this Prtsris
maim sinew "for navigable doth monkey-business
hint in charge of it ?heat
itUttieett7, effort on our part.
of ithee hat."
MonmaeWashington
any
will
who
try
doubtless
regret
happily
contrition
present
"While,
in itsRiver
the
?enneseee
is net eee it as long as they remain within Its
day, after a nerS
:
e:trYttlit delay is
un"
a- walls. We do not mean to infer
rece4ved in this section with
quately unproved for commercial that Mr. Hammond is a hard man.
mixed joy. Though it clears the
not
is
tna4veigavitilsoionn,
t
w
rall
as
a
c
Post-liatelliin
In a discussion
On the contrary. he is an amiable
way for Aurora Dam it be no
not at liberty to conclude gentleman who is always willing
means ' assures it and much work sewer over the delay rn construe- we are
not
osusthat
the
river
is
eitr
he
to meet another a little more than
remains to be diligently accom- lion of Aurora darn laid month.
ceptibie of development as an im- half way-but he has a will of
plished if we are to get this great which Congressman Herron Pearthat
Congress
portant
waterway,
or
iron and will tolerate no infracbenefit for this section of our son and Senator K. 13. McKellar
took exception to, the statement has not undertaken-that develop- tions of the laws of order and discountry.
construction
of
ment,
or
that
the
Reed rejust as he
rulescipn
condones no
It:is no secret that Doctor A. E. was made that Solicitor
Dam
the
baraeloafiala- Oa -taw ziavtget
Morgan, head of the Authewitee
vietatia'
propriabe
umeans
to accomP
-riala a one fair-play. Congratulations to
have it's valbeen in no - hurry to get -Aurora visions of TVA to
by the Supreme Court legitimate 'end.
• Governor Chondler on his splendid
Diaaa, under actual construction. idity upheld
of Aurora
"The Wilson Dam and its power selection, .
However, new that all legal difh- and that construction
on the plant must be taken to have been
culgais are out of the way. it is Dam-the key to navigation
neglected. constructed in the exercise of the
been
The T. V. A. has been declared
Praiser. we think, to assume that Tennessee-had
emendrifent to the constitutional functions of the fed- constitutional "but it appears that
Dogger Morgan will be more heart- even after an
-Paris Post-In: it's going to take more than the
favor of pushing the pro- TVA appropriation act by the last eral government.'
Congress erbith DI- telhgencer.
!honorable justices of the Suprethe
at is =D
limit. At least
eto theth
that
at work be started on
'Court to get Mr. Morgan sold on
our• fervent hope here.
important
project
this
I the idea of building Aurota Dam.
Aniora dam has one enthusiastic
••• • •
In reviewing the majority opinioe
and'-powerful friend in WashingI Upton Sinclair has announced
TVA
constitutionality
of
on
the
todln the person of Senator Mcthat he is out of politics, but
Keller. of Tennessee. We say frank- handed down by the Supreme
By aloe
everyone else found it out a year
ly that we believe had Mr. Bark- Court yesterday it is interesting to
ago last summer.
LaRan been sa as note that the navigaton feature
„lay „and
•••• •
One big cigarette company now
diligent and resourceful in the in- was one of the principal points on
Laffoon
cut
Ben Johnson out of
was
founded
which
the
.
decision
advertises that its brand is good
terest of Aurora Darn as is Senator
his job and last week Mr. Ben cut
McKellar that this great underiak- The language on this feature is for indigestion and a competitor
the ex-governor out of his lease.
Mg- would now be actually ender plain and reveals more plainly than counters that its own make is good
•••••
ever that somebody was "asleep on for "too much acid"
A big ad
-I
That --th! povfer• to taw is the
thellarcs
etr--whetribe •TVA-p
--did-•-schedule• mom either of them in
— —•
The Supreme Court's decision not include the most- important
power
to
destroy"
was
never
betslime will not move a single yard navigation and power dam site on country papers would go a long ter illustrated than in the case of
way toward easing 'our economic
of dirtetor pour a single foot of
the river aside from Wilson Dam ills-and help 'ern sell more cigar- the railroads.
concrete at Aurora Dane No furin Alabama.
ettes, too.
ther step can be made until funds
Expense of
maintaining
the
The court's ruling on rights of
are appropriated for the project.
Dionues is $1.000 a moneh-ow $200
To get the money is the job of TVA regarding navigation barriers
Remember that you never ,push a month apiece. We presume they
Senators McKellar Barkley and in the Tennessee river reads as yourself forward-by -petting your- will Move over into the U. S. A.
Logan and. Congressman .Gregory. follows:
self on the back. *
so the Townsend plan can take
-The power to regulate interstate
People of this affected section
care of them when they get to be
commerce embraces the power to
And vaherever the highway corn- 60.
keep the navigable rivers of the
missionership may go the district
United States free from,
headquarters are sure to follow.
Governor 4 North
Carolina
to navigation and to'
to remoae
seems to be' lukewarm on' Luke
Les.
w•he
s:Adth
le
Y exis
coo:t, Postmaster T. Waldrop dropped
ir
;:c! :netter how many hie-lc:thee 'in Gilman vs. Philadelphia. 3 Wall, a 2-Iirne ad in last week's Ledger
ycts have tried for yotw cough.chest ns t25,i• rongress
John Young! Brown has been con& Times offering for corn for sale.
possesses
all
eeld or bronchial irritation. Yda aszt
Before all the papers had been de- ferring with Mr. Roosevelt on the
get relict now with Clm.suuLslon. the powers which existed in the
Wal-1Kentucky political situation. If the
trouble may be brewing and states before the adoption of the livered to the postoffice, Mr.
toy cannot atord to take a chance national Constitution and which drop had sold four barrels of corn President wants to do well in Kentucky this fall he had better do
with anything leen than Crecreolfrom the ad.
sien, whieh goes rieht to the seat have always existed in the Parliahis conferring with someone other
•
•
cf tae tretible -to aid r-atiu-e to ment in England.' See. also Philathan Mr. John Young Brown,
Is it Knox or 'Knocks who resoothe and heal the inflamed mem- delphia Company vs. Stimson. 233
branes as teri [7:e-re-la4en phlegm U. S_ 605. 63.4.
cently announced for the RepubliIperened
,
zoalcdreammatian fee Goyerrior?
;Jen
remedies
ve
atiled, don't be desceuraged, youi able stream, although there are obdruggi:t Leuteermed to guarantee structions at variOur, points beFormer President Hoover avers
Crean:tee:en and to refund your cause of shoals, reefs, and rapids. that fear of the New Deal is holdinar_ey if eou ere not eatiefted with The improvement of
5535 Maple Ave.
navigation on ing back business recovery. Of
resale; from the seem first bottle.
Dearboru, Mich.
this
river
had
been
a
matter
course
of
naeveryone
as
just
bubbling
Get Crc Dtnulsien ;eat now. (Adv.)
Feb. 11, 1936
over with confidence in 1932.
Mr. Joe Lovett
Editor Ledger & Times
A good many Calloway people Murray, Ky.
were disappointed in the failure of
Representative Henry Ward's bill Dear Sir:
to free the tall bridges to get more
encouragement in the General AsInclosed please find personal
sembly. It costs more, in bridge check for $2.00, this is to renew'raytolls, to go from Murray to Cadle.
subscription to the Ledger & Times.
seats of adjoining counties, and re- A. T. Melton and I are
partners in
turn than a similar motor trip be- this subscription.
Mr. Melton is
tween any two adjuaang county a brother-in-law to Neils
Waggoner
seats in the United States of Ameri- which I am sure you are
well acca. It is a•pleasure to record that quainted.
our own representative. Ben GroWe read the Ledger & Tenet{
gan supported this measure vigor- each week and we
know just what
ously.
is happening'in Murray - and -Calline
• . • • ..way county .as well as if we lived
-Instead of shellingoe'out the in Murray.
a
Mr. Hulette Clark will be at the Bank of Mur-Rubies" when-you make „a purWe know all about Buddy -Ityarel
ray to assist veterans in filing their bonus applicachase in Ke,raticky you now save coon
hunting and Mr. Melton
the -Hoppies".
studies Eagle's writings.
tions until
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ATTENTION.
VETERANS

We notice yen have such a good a block of ice. That Is the
is and consisting-of Live tracts or par- tractof twelve (13) acres heretoPut that when it is broken the punishment for foolin' ole
11.4
cels, but lying fir one ajody, and foie sold to-C. N. Carwford by
prisoners return for a-good home. Eve. Then she whaled away and more particularly described-se fol- deed D. Vf. Jenes, the title to same
Hoping this finds The Ledger & foaled "Daddy" Adam.
lows: Sixty-six and tweethirds baying been obtained by said Kelly
Times and all Murray and Cello-, A bunch of -gypsy religious fa- (66 2-3) acres to be taken off the from E. V. Darnell by deed reWay Moiety proSperous.
nantics at Chickasaw, Okla., told west half of the N.W. Qr. of Sec. corded in deed book 30, page 195,
Yours truly,
a woman to get her $5,000 out of 9, T. 1, II: 3 East, also a ten 4101 of the aforesaid office making in
D. M. Freeland
the bank and that they would pray acre tract of land in the SS. Cor- all herein mortgaged one hundred
two-thirds 1103 2-31
a blessing on it, thereby increasing ner of the west half of the S.W. three and
Agency. Marking Anniversary,
value 50 per cent, besides she could Qr. of See 4. T. 1, R. 3 East. The acres.
Praises Newspaper
"call up" her dead husband. The title to same having been obtained
For the purchase price the purAdvertising
gypsies got her money and shed- by said C. W. Kelly from Clarence chaser meet execute bond with
Ledger &
died. The Lord told Emma Gold- Phillips by deed recorded in deed approved securities. bearing legal
Times,Muray
Ky,
mon to have Cholgoeti to assassin- book Vs, twee —, office of the interest from the day of sale unate President McKinley. Direct Clerk of the Calloway County til paid, and having the force and
Gentlemen:
operation of spirit (1!) don't yer Court.
effect of a judgment. Bidders will
know. ,
Also twelve (12) acres of land be prepared to comply promptly
Campbeil-Ewald Company celethese terms -George S. Hart,
Sorry Bob Parker had to report
end of a with
brated its twenty-first birthday on that the peach crop has been to be taken off the S.
Commissioner.
Master
being
tract,
Saturday, February 1. and I want almost frozen to death. By the fifty-five (55) acre
34,
T.
Sec.
to take this opportunity personally way, all the "Bobs" prefer that you part of the NW. Qr. of
a tract sold
to express my appreciation of the say "Robert". First day of school 2, R. 3, East, adjoining
to C. N. Crawford by D. W. Jones.
fine spirit of cooperation that teacher said to Sam, "What is
your Title to said twelve (12) acres
always has marked our relations name?" He said "Samuel."
Then having been obtairiea. by said Kelwith your paper, and that has help- she said to Bob what is your name?
ly from D. W. Jones by4/ deed reed to -noesmall degree in the suc- then Bob said "Bobuel". Then
the corded in deed book 27, page 171,
cessful development of our busi- teacher fainted
dead as a meeker- of the aforesaid office. Also
ness:-',
al'!-"Eagle".
the N.W.
(8) acres of land lyi
We are, as you well know, firm
3 East,
Qr. of Sec. 34, T.
tieltervgra._411.:zetealoaker-Ativertialos, Posters, maps and scrapbooks ere whizz& lies- 4eroado
ille: tha
Other media are important, bet the making the reading project
Elmer
inter- twelve (12) acres sold
newspaper Is the final vital link esting to Graves
county home- Darnell. said Darnell- tea' lying
between the producer and the con- makers.
C.
_
north of ten (10) acres sold
sumer that must be, in the very
The Round Pond homemakers' N. Crawford, off a sixty-five
nature of things, an essential part cluh in Simpsoic county
raised $47 acre tract. said Kelly obta
of any well balanced advertising towards buying a piano
for the title to this eight_ (8) acres by
program.
school.
deed from D. W. Jones, recorded
It has been a great source of
in deed book 30, page 194, of the
gratification to me all through my
aforesaid office; also another tract
business experience to note the
of five (5) acres of land lying..in
friendliness and courtesy that we
the said N.W. Qr. of Sec. 34, behave received invariably from pubITsifers-th The newspaper
where it joins the eight 184 acre
it is because of this that I am imtract of said Kelly, thence North
pelled to write to you this expresone-fourth
(fit.)
and
twelve
sion of appreciation slow that we
Calloway Cirefillt Court
poles, thence East sixty-five (65)
have been doing business together First Notional P,ana. and E. P.
poles to a rock, thence South
for a quarter of a century or so.
Phillips, Recelettr,
twelve and one-fourth (12V4 ) poles
You will be interested to know
Plaintiff to C. W. Kelly's line, thence West
that our business. for last year
Vs. Judgnieur
with said line tp the place of bewas the best we have had since C. W. Kelly, atria Kelly, And
ginning, containing five IS) acres.
!931. and that I have every confi- B. W. Howard,
Title to which was obtained by
dence of still seunder and better
Defendant said Kelly by deed from D. W.
conditions in the coming year.
By virtue of a judgment and Jones recorded in deed book —,
order of safe of the Calloway Cir- page
Sincerely,
of aforesaid offece, alto
cuit Court. rcedaired at- the No- a _tract of land conteining twelve
H. T. Ewald, President
We Buy and Sell Country
vember -term there of, 1935, in the 01214acres in the said N. W. Qr.
Produce
-above - -aaitfge- lor- the purpose- of of Sec.- 34, aforesaid, adjoining
Murray, Ky.
none 3Epayment of
and interest
and costs herein expended. I shall
preeeed to offer for sale at the
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Arnett of court house door in Murray, KenC.eldavater .attended the-funeral, sex
, tucky,_ to tho highgtt bidder at
auctien, on Monday, the
vices of Mrs. M. V. Gower of
Hazel Saturday-great gragdmother 24th ..day of February. 1936, at
1 o'clock or thereabout (same beof Mrs. Arnett's.
Roads and . highways' have been ing .county court day), upon a
awful simple, but now they are credit of six months, the followsimply awful!! Mud, yes mud! ing described property, being and
People's horses look like the hind lying in Calloway County, Kenwheels of lead luck. Men are not tucky, towit
Being the farm of C. W
allowed to come into the house.
Women have all turned "Battle
Ax."
Bee Cochran, livestock dealer, Is
the most useful :elicit,- there-As.
He makes from one to 5 trips to
Plenty of chicks,.buy noW
Hazel each week with his motor
and save. We hitch evtruck, and has been employed to
ery
'and -have-haul
multiplied
thousands
of
several one week old barpounds of tobacco to town, besides
gains.
he is quick as a minute hand on a
Waterbehy watch.
Custom Hatching—
"Scatter-Brain". ole 'Eagle'
$2.75 per tray,
felr through the ice. and I'm glad
116 Eggs, 5 trays—
that you was sorry.
$13.00
George Cathey, our mill-man:
All kinds
feeders, fowl.slipped and fell the dog-gondest
.
I
arem-theAooks-of
clothes he must have rolled to the
Good feeds and every.
foot of the hill.
thing for,the chick.
Next Saturday will be Washingthri's
birthday.
No
mail, isor
nothin'. I wonder why "they (?)
don't celebrate when he and a
bunch of soldiers crossed the Dela(Incorporated)
ware river on a raft of logs??
EAST MAPLE
PHONE 97
WEST MAIN
Charley Cloys and Elmer Guthrie found a live snake encased in
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Please come in at your earliest convenience,
or at least before March 1, and Mr.-Clark will be
glad to assist you with this important matter.',

letm

Be sure to bring your pink slip if you have
borrowed on your Certificate, and your discharge.
If you have not borrowed, bring your compensation certificate.
THERE IS NO OBLIGATION TO ANY ONE
FOR THIS SERVICE

a/
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The Right Degree .
of interest ancl

sympathy in

GEORGE S.'HART
District Commander American Legion
Cashier Bank of Murray

every

e axe

by the modern,

progressive funeral directoi.,
But experience
tauiht

him

must

have

just the right degree,

lest he overdo these delicate qualities.
The Baiik of Murray has been designated by
Murray Post of The American Legion to assist all
veterans, whether or not members of the Legion,
in filing their claims for payment.
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David Thompson, small son of
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Thompson_ of
Buchanan. Tenn., is receiving treat'nerd in Keys-Houston Clinic Hospital for a knife' wound in his left
eye.
Cartelle Lassiter, who is staDowdy has been away from Mur- tioned at Ft. Knok with the 118th
If you have visitors of whom
F. A., spent the week end at
ray for several years.
your are not ashamed, please
Hillard
Paschall of Put year home with his parents, Mr. and
report them for this column.
underwent a tonsillectomy at Keys- Mrs. Atmer Lassiter of Almo.
Mr. and Mrs. M: 0. Wrather reHouston Clinic Hospital one day
turned Friday from a trip to
A marriage license was issued this week.
Frankfort.
Saturday to Keith King and Miss
L. J. Hortin was confined with
Sheriff Carl B. Kingins returned
Margaret Lassiter,
a severe cold at his home on West
Saturday from Frankfurt where he
Miss Margaret Hefley was the Main street Tuesday.
week end guest of Mrs. Tom RowFrank Holcomb, of the Porter spent a few days. He was accomlett.
Miss Hefley is e itfusray Motor Co., was p business visitor panied by Sheriff Burnett Holland.
of Marshall county, and Sheriff
coney graduate and formerly of in Paris Tuesday.
Murray's outstanding girls basMrs. C. 0. Beach Warr confined Cliff Howard, of Graves county.
ketball five of wihch Mrs. Row- with illness'last week eneand unLloyd Teasley of Crofton. Ky.,
lett was also a member.
able to attend her deties at the was admitted to Keys-Houston
Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch of Lynn Murray Garment toe - Mrs, Dell Clinic Hospital Monday for treatGrove, who has recently undergone Finney was in charge of the store ment.
Repr. Ben Grogan Was obliged to
an appendectomy at Keys-Hous- during that time.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Farmer and take to his bed with a severe cold
ton Clinic Hospital, was able to go
Trom—Frankfort
aug 'ter,IC airnTee, and' Mr. andTWW1
home-Tuesday.
A marriage license was issued Mrs. H. M. Fulton and son, Henry, last Sunday. Mr. Grogan hopes
Saturday to Lesion Dunn and Vila spaneAtessday in Owensboro with to recover sufficiently to be in his
Boyd, Isbfft of Brandon: -The -brtde Mn -and Mrs. -Witt -L. -Puttort-The 'eat when the first speeral session
is the daughter of Mrs. Annie Boyd latter left Wednesday for Florida is called Monday.
Graves Sledd, Dick Bidewell, H.
and the bridegroom: hi the son of for a several weeks stay.
Miss Helen Ruth Spiceland of T. Waldrop, Preston Ordway and
Mr. and kfrs. B. F. Dunn.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. J. Grogan, of Model, Tenn., is receiving treat- Daniel Wear attended the MurrayPottertown, are the parents of a ment at Keys-Houston Clinic Hos- Western game in Bowling Green
last Saturday night.
girl born at the home Sunday pital.
Mrs. 0. B. Irvan has purchased
Ray Cable is now connected with
morning. Mrs. Grogan was formthe Rushing Garage. See him for a residence on North Fifth street
erly Miss Mildred Fitts.
and moved into the home Monday.
The car of Hugh Melugin'e was expert body repair work.
The Mayfield Milling Co., of
Mrs. L. E. Owen has been condamaged Monday morning as a-result of the icy streets. The car fined to her home on West Main wrich R. C. Butterworth, native
srtnInfransTe piesidelif arid
RR with a severe cold for -The
.1Eidded and-collided wiTh- the rear
general manager, is celebrating its
of a truck of the A. W. Willard past several days.
Mrs. Mettle Overbey is ill at 15th anniversary. according to an
Transfer Co. The radiator of the
interesting article in the Mayfield
her home on North Fifth street.
car was damaged.
Mrs. Lonnie Green is recovering Messenger of last Saturday. DurA marriage license was jawed at
Mayfield last week to William from a sprained ankle that she re- ing this time more than three milEarl Wyatt and Hazel Jackson, ceived Wednesday Wednesday, re- lion dollars has been paid out by
the company for wheat and corn
turning home from work.
both of Murray. ,
Lee Rowlett, West Murray, was to the farmers of this section and
Ray Cable, expert body repairman. is now connected with the admitted to the Wm. Mason Hos- $200,000 to workers in ravages and
salaries.
Rushing Garage and invites his pital for treatment Monday.
Fred Hale, Murray, is at KeysBobby Jerre and Colleen Moore
friends to call on him there.
Word has been received here by were honor guests at a valentine Houston Clinic Hospital where he
W. E. Dowdy of the East Side of party 'given in Dearborn, Mich. underwent an appendectomy Monthe county, of the serious illness of Games were enjoyed and valentines day. Mr. Hale is getting along
his brother. C. L Dowdy. Mr. drawn. A lovely Plate lunch was nicely.
Mrs. -Nanney Paschall, near PurDowdy is a patient at the Dade served.
Cloteel Tucker spent the week year, was a visitor in Murray
County Hospital.' Miaml. Fla. His
condition was grave reports the end with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Tuesday
Mrs. E. D. Fulton returned to
first of the week indicated. Mr. J. E. Tucker.
her home at Hickory Point. Terns,
after ar
sissafinded visit 'ivith-relatives.
Miss Sarah Marrs, Murray, was
elected president of the English
Club, of Murray College, in a meeting Thursday morning, February
13. Miss Marrs is an English major. Other officers elected were:
Miss Elizabeth Ladd. Pembroke,
Ky.. vice-president; Miss Mary Virs
ginia Diuguid, Murray, secretarytreasurer; Robert Rowland, Mayfield, reporter.
In thd Radio field. PHILCO enjoys en ?viaRay Pryor, CCC Mayfield.
rable position among the leaders of outstanding
admitted to Keys-Houston Clinic
Hospital where he Is receiving
dio makers.
treatment.
IN THE BATTERY field, PHILCO is the unMrs. C. C. Duke is able to be
up after being confined with ill... PHILCO has everything that
questioned leader.
ness Sunday and Monday.
, a battery,set can have. Clear tone, wide range and
Squire Lee 13arnett 'was able to
a real value for the country home.
be out Tuesday after being confined for several days recently.
PHILCOAIATTERY SETS give as good recepSquire was ill during the last
tion as anybody's electric set.
meeting of the fiscal court.
Mrs. H
Taylor_retoreod _last
TARMERSA,7:.. be-Sure and investigate beforeweek from
Milton, Wisconsin,
buying a radio. Philco is priced among the popwhere she has beer), with her
ular priced radios and there are some as cheap but
(laughter, Mrs. Barney Watson,
none that give you anything equal to PHILCO
since Mr. Watson's death.
PERFORMANCE.
•Among those from out of town
_
who attended the Bible Institute
at the Memorial Baptist church last
week were: Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Miller, Puryear; Elder Hayden
Graham and three others, Centralia, Illinois; Elder Tapp, ManiWu, Ky.; L. M. Winstead, MadisonSTREET
NORTH FIFTH
ville;' Mrs. McIntosh and Mr. and
Mrs. Green, Paducah; Is H. Dna:a- -

1

the puryd with
rig legal
sale unprce and
lers will
promptly
S. Hart,

•

C Co.
runtry -
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ENJOY 1936
Reception

With A 1936 PHILCO

ID
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Come in for a Demonstration

JOHNSON-FAIN MUSIC CO.

A NEW BATTERY with Extra Power
For Lights, Radio, Heater, Accessories

the ice and snow.
I world.
'Two In The Dark,, Dr. F. E. Crawford, Dentist, First Well, I'll get out in
aesi

iftife”--tiwit.. AIWA , -41
„„ ,`""f3eBegitiiMr. and Mrs. Joe Houston, Harlan. Ky., are the parents of a son
born there Wednesday. The infant
was named Joseph Edward.
Grover Wood James and Sidney
Albert Waters were visitors in Paducah last week end.
Big, t.-pound Remnant Rolls alle
at Ryan'.
Mrs. Ed Hutton and Miss Helen
Hutton of Charlotte, Tenn., will
visit relatives in the city over the
week end.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Lassiter and
Joe Ward
have moved to the
Thornton home for the remainder
of the winter.
Mrs. A. D. Butterworth
ran
against a spell fixture in going to
the telephoine early Tuesday morning and suffered a broken nose.
Simplicity Patterns Free at Ryan.
MISS Louise Swann left last week
are the two strangers who
r -PresToiibitrg,rifiele she
meet in the dark on Boston Common, beginning the thrill-packed became head of the home econommystery
drama, RKG
Radial ics department of Prestonburg
"Two in the Dark", at the Capitol High School. Mims Seisms is a
Theatre next Thursday and Friday. graduate of Murray elate College
with the B.S. degree and was
iormerly a member of the Murray
fen, Benton: Mrs. Henry Coleman High School faculty.
Short lengths in Silk still reand Miss Carrie Bichon, Peducah;
Mrs. M. C. Wallace and Mrs. Mite, duced at Ryatss.
Miss Bettie Beale is ill at her
Golden Pond; Jeff Rushing, Trigg
county; Elder and Mrs. Earl Brew- home on North Seventh street.
er, Mayfield, and Elder Everett
Gill, Benton.
Diliss-Esin-Wilepars sivire--Se
at Keys-Houston Clinic Hospital
recently underwent a tonsillectomy
I got on the honor roll once by
there.
sending a stale letter in a week
Mr. and Mrs. Newman tell and ahead of time
try again.
son Charles of Paducah, Mr. and - Hope we'll be enjoying Florida
Mrs. Thomas Bell Jr., of Maple sunshine by the time this is printstreet, Murray, were Sunday after- ed, but just now the days are
noon guests of their parents. Mr. eeetairtly dark and dreary and
and Mrs. Torn Bell Sr., South roads are getting miry everywhere.
Eighth, after attending the funeral And speaking of roads, if Mr.
services of Miss Eva Gray Mc- Chandler reads this of course he
does( I hope he decides to arrange
Cuiston at New Concord
Mrs. Mary Svsor of Tulsa, Okla., fore pike from the Pine Bluff road
is visiting her sister, Mrs. J. E. through
by
MCCuiston
School
Johhson, and father T. J. Nix, this House to the Concord highway.
week.
There are some the most accomBill Aden, Jr., was admitted to modating people in the world in
the Wm. Mason Hospital February that section; they will. yen shine
your shoes and push lelfou out of
12 for treatment.
T. g. Sample, manager of the med holes and give you their gaMurray National Hotel, returned rage., ashen wassesean't get further,
last week from Texas, where he but I'm afraid their patience will
Was gone several days. While there become exhausted some of these
visiting his brother, who is a phy- days, so then's when we're going
sician. Mr. Sample was taken with to need gravel.
Mn, Virgie Lovins. Mrs. Otis
an attack of appendicitis, and an
operation was immediately per- 1,ovins and children and Mrs. Linformed by Dr. Sample. Mr. Sample es .Spiceland visited Mr. and Mrs.
drove back to Murray -within ten Dave McClure Saturday, and even
in the new home near Murray they
flays after the operation.
Ur. and Mrs. Onus Roberts an- still have .the Old hospeality.
We spent the rest of the week
nounce the birth of a baby girl
end, at "Uncle Sam's". A person
born Wednesday.
Friends of. Mrs. Ed Priece, of can't have too many uncles and
near Kirksey, who has been in a iiints arid cousins this kind of
critical .condition at the Mason Weather. They're handy, but Tel
Hospital, will be glad to know that awfully unworthy of my friends.
There's still quite a bit of sick
she is much improved and will
probably be dismissed won. It- tress around. We hear that Bro.
will be remembered that a son was Nelson has pneumonia, but we cerborn to them, and died, during her tainly hope he's better by now.
Dr. Boatwright near Linton, died
stay. The child's weight was 13
and three-fourths pounds. He was last week. Everybody hates to
hear of doctors dying now.
named Wh. Douglas.
Mrs. Christine Dawson visited
Miss Pattie Barnett, Paducah, is
attending the bedside of her fath- her mother the first part of last
er, -r 1 Bartlett, S-ViPtsel- coittin
teeEltnilten she and Mre.'Spiceland
visited Mks. Birdie Cathey for a
quite ill of heart trouble.
R. A. Starks, rural mail carrier, fee/ days.
I visited Poplar Spring School
was able to be out the first' of the
week after a three weeks illness. Tuesday. The hot lunches they're
R. L. Wilcox has returned from serving to the children there give
Nashville where he worked, with us something new to talk about.
the Firestone Service station there.
Mrs. Robbye Whitford resigned
Miss Dorothy Baucom has re- at Tip Top School to go with her
turned to school afters being con- husband to Springville. Mrs. Emfined for several days from an in- ma D. Riggins fills the vacancy.
Linus Spiceland boasts that bad
jury when a desk collapsed,-causweather can't discourage his pupils.
ing a slight concussion.
R. L. Wilcox and sister Mrs. R. Forty-two is a pretty good attendL. Conner escaped serious injury atice record 'for last week.
We visited our Calloway folks,
Tuesday when their car overturned
near Dover.
Mrs. Conner was Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cunningham
treated at a local hospital for a in their new home at the locks at
slight cut. The accident occurred Dover a few Saturdays past. They
on en open road as the result of seem to be sitting on top of the

SAFETY of our DEPOSITS Is INSURED
by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
111 S5.114141.ver

oe

How to Keep Colds

AIDVIIEIR1111S11111k

UNDER Atafi-CONTROL

LOST--one 32x8 rim and casing
between Kirksey and Murray last
Friday. Finder return to me and
receive reward. C. R. Broach. ltc
MEN
WANTED—f or
Rawleigh
Routes of 800 families in Northwest Graves, Carlisle, Hickman
counties and Murray. Reliable
hustler should start earning $25
weekly
and
increase rapidly.
Write today. Rawleigh, Dept.
KYB-181-S, Freeport, Ill.
F27p
MONEY to Finance any agricultural need may be secured thru
-"the Jackson Purchase P. C. A.,
Mayfield, Ky. Apply to Virginia
Farley, First Nat'l. Beak Bldg.,
Murray. Ky.
Ite
-

Caught a Cold?..

Catching Cold?..

Vicks Va-tro-nol helps
Prevent many Colds

Vicks VapoRub helps
End a Cold Sooner

If a cold has developed, rub Vicks
VapoRub on throat and chest at
bedtime. VapoRub acts direct-410o
'tach nostril.Va-tro-noi is especially ways at once: (I) By stimulation
designed for the nose and upper through the skin like a poultice qe
1.---throat--where" mesa colds start. It - plaster; (Z) By Inhalation -01
PADUCAH AUCTION Co., 2nd
stimulates Nature's own functions medicated vapors direct to inflamed
and Washington, Paducah, will
—in the nose—to help prevent air-passages. Through the night,
hold livestock 'auctions every
colds, and to threw off head tolds
this combined vapor-poultice acFriday the balance of the seain their early stages. Used in time,
tion loosens phlegm, soothes irrison. Bring us your cattle and
Va-tic-nol helps avoid many colds.
tation, helps break congestion. hogs and any other livestock you
Follow Vick. Plan for Better Control of Colds
wish to sell. We always get marA helpful guide to fewer colds and shorter colds. Developed by Vicks
ket pike or better.
tf

LOST—two fox dogs, one female
black spotted and one male, yellow with ring neck. Both collars with name Ralph Lassiter.
Reward for return.
It

At- the first warning nasal irritation, sniffle or sneeze, use Vicks
Va-tro-nol—just a few drops up

.

Chemists and Medical Staff; tested in extensive clinics by pracproved in everyday home use by milticing
lions. The Plan is fully explained in eath Vicks package.

,,,th,grar4.7•700.14. ewry

* Vicki OP,* House:
Monday 9.30 r. M, (11. a. T.) NBC

53
Million Vick

FOR SALE—five room house, ga-

coaal-lo-coast

Aid' uspe. vi,orir for Better Control of Colds

HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF
1936-Is The Year To Build!
Last Year Was a
Building Year
And Prices
Advanced as the
Year Did!

Perhaps; your hortie has not been_complately comfortable during the extrema days of this -winter. Don't
let the coming spring and summer pass 'witliout getting it ready for ANOTHER COLD WINTER.

FREEDOM

A NEW 45-plate battery for Motoring America at the price of
a 39-plate—and other sizes at proportionate savings! That's
Sears answer to the increasing demands of modern driving on
battery performance! Faster starting-32% more than S.A.E.'
requirements at zero. Larger plate areas-15% more reserve
energy. Longer Life, Newly. designed throughout. Compare with
any $9 battery and see how much more you get at this sifingl

The Proper Sizes For All Cars
You can buy any Tire
"or Battery (add accessories if you wish) on Sears Easy
Payment Plan.

, FREE
R
echarge
for 18 Mo.

7/ave3lo
HE greatest thing a man oweaimself ... his family,
is freedom from worry.
Often this can be accomplished by arranging afamily budget.
Talk•it over with your wife, your children. Go on the
budget system and SAVE part of what you earn.
START SAVING REGULARLY NOW
We Welcome Your Banking Business

T

INtg,

6.85
Less $1.00,
Allowance for your
Old Battery.

THINK!

Sears,Roebuck and Co.
129 No. 3rd St.

CRASS!!IrjlEID

Now is the time to start making your plans
so you will be ready to start just as soon as
spring breaks.

45 Plates Instead
of The Usual 39

(

HAVE YOU SOUR STOMACH?

ThArrg:
r--Sbould be a Building Year and the Same
Story Will Prearkil

Cross
Country
Battery

IN 0 w

Hospital News

Washington, 11 41, Ili

Power -Flo

•

rage, good roof, newly decorated locetien. Dispensary now operatthe sleet and in two blocks of square Phone ing. It wall pay, tst jnyeetigate
40:101..sild hers Aso hatched. If 311
its thilt. Wettil
.
•*4
. v eel '0
,10.-cf;'r.
so, r know the baby chicks will
Bailey, Tognpkinsvilli, Ky.
12010
FOR
SALE—Lespedeza;
common,
look around and say
hoo! 1Korean
and
Kobe.
See
me
for
WORLD
WAR
VETERANS—Come
wish I'd never come out of the
doll." So goodbye, Charlie, and prices. C. W. Curd. Hazel, Ky. M5p in and see our plan to buy homes
in Calloway Co. now, and pay
my readers till nest time.—The
STRAYED—one bird dog, iernate, when Uncle Sam pays you.,
Look
Chatterbox.
white and lemon, 7 years old. over our large list. W. H. FinFinder notify D. H. Siress, Mur- ney.
ltp
ltp
ray, Ky.
SENTINEL BATTERY SET RADIO
WANTED—good Jersey cow from
3 tube new battery set complete
to 4 years of good slock and
Patients admitted to the Mason
with areial in price range of lour
good condition, and milker. See
Hospital the past week: .
tube--$29.96. installed_
Turner's
E.
G.
Neale.
ltp
Billy Aden Jr., Mutray; Menician
Garage, Coldwater. Ky.
Ml9p
Elgin, Hopkinsville; Dewey CarWANTED—woman
to
do
general
TRADE
-400
capaciFOR
SASan
or
lisle, Clinton; James Evans, Kevil;
Mrs. Oscar L. Rare, New Concord; house work. See Aubrey Mead- ty incubator, good shape. W P.
ows, near Penny, Murray Route Darnell, mile south Coldwater,
George R. Riggs, Ashbyburg; Marltp Farmington It. 2.
F20p
vin R. Jackson Jr., Arlington; Lee 2.
Rowlett, Murray.
THRIFTY AROMA STRAWBERRY
Patients dismissed from the Wm. Slips.4low taking orders. Begin
Mason Hospital the past week:
Read what MF:
tsar
delivery February 15. Price reasof 554
Ave.,
Herman Stevens, Bloomfield, Ky.; onable. Also Raspberry slips. W
lard, Ky., said:
d
to 'At—
Lowell K. -Murphy, Crutchfield:- ES-Stritere
vd
and sour stomach
eryBilly Aden, Jr., Murray; Mrs. M.
thins I ate felt like a ball
G. Carman, Murray; Mrs. Navy DON'T FORGET our special horse
of lead asd at titrTs I
-Friday,
February
mule
sale
andwould
becdme nauteated,
Hudgins, Murray; Bill Puryeat,
lays— oaks— 11911141110/1
Elkton; T, D. Smith. Murray; Don- IL Have big offertruc if yotrneedIOC', Dr. PitTC4:1 Odeon
sirdied Discovery lankled
ald McKinley, Borden, Ind; How- horses or mules come. Paducah to tone up my disetitive
ltp I could eat without systems. After usintrit
ard Heath, Grand Rivers, Ky.; Auction Co., Paducah, Ky.
fear at WY strinuteli
troublint me." Bel' roe drugglim
Preston King, Painsville.
b3a3Y1
FOR SALE—Wonderful business New use, tablets, Sec.ef.Liquid
Su° and RAI

PADUCAH, KY.

Open Till 8 P. M. Sat.

PEOPLES SAVINGS
BANK
Murray, Kr•
Make Our Bank YOUR Bank

•

THINK!

At the right you get the answer for
the pleasure and satisfaction, plus
economy of home ownership that
will not be given' up by those who
are enjoying it.

We'll Help You Plan!

We challenge you to ask those
who built last year if they
are planning to sell
their homes and
rent

EVERYTHING TO BUILD ANYTHING

Murray Lumber Co.
Incorporated
PHONE 262

DEPOT STREET

HAVE MONEY!
MIENSEMMIONIIMINF=.10120.111V

3
41•
.

ft-omovommoult-b--411111111-
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COUNTY NET
'
- 41t4"7-4
'
'
totcstir WINS
;WILDCATS IN FINALS rZ.:

tr. 1 Facts and Figures on County.Net
"
Tourney; "21" Lucky For Kirksey
Ezell 2
-g
Rog.

Lassitor

0

0

- - ---them by the
4 13 10 1 which was handed
11
by an
7 Racehorses here in January
12 3 11
score.
9 7 7 25 overwhelming
7 Concord
games. however,
6 3 7 9 ' In two less
Almo
only two less points
24 9 16 35 1 Murray scored
tp Murray•
their .soponents 74_
29 '1 20 57 ahel permitted
12 Hazel*
their arch-rivals
24 25 33 77 less points than
4 Kirksey"
.
Bowling Green.
from
109
13
11
30
Grove"
Lynn
1
West Tennessee plays the final
0
season here Saturday
130 149 69 120 329 game of the
3
night.
2 *Two games
30 ••Three games
Grand Total 253 275 139 206 645
4
1
FIRST TEAM
High Scorers On Game Rade
57
Basis
Pia.
-Player
School
tp Hazel
10
Miller
9 Murray
6
Stubblefield
6 Almo
6
Lassiter
0 'axon
5
Thomason
6 Concord
22 11
'Blalock
0 Training School *Bailey
10 5
for
0 Lynn Grove
••ii. C'ran 24 8
2 Kirksey
"Washer 44 14t
_

0

_ _

0

3
2
9
3
13
25
26
49

0 Faxon
T. School

-

2 12 3 11
Hazel Second Team
fg f fth ftm
Players
Wilson
G
.
Cochran 5
6 2 0 5
G. Lamb
Substitutes: Lynn Grove: walEllis
2 3 0 0
Wear
Pat
By
The Kirksey Eagles won the Cel- team.
-drop. Smith itde. Junes it), KirkOtti 1
21 15 9 12 51 D. Lamb
Concord-. 30. Alma). 18, first team: sey: BreW•er
rimy county nett tournament here
This article was compiled with I
Brandon
0 0 0 0
Training School First Team
lost week end to dupliesag' their Training School. 15. Faxon. 12. I Referee: Miller, Murray State. the view of presenting unusual
1 5
1 5
fg f fib fins tp Turnbow
feat of last year when they won fist team.
facts to the public in the form of Players
2 0 0
1
Collsge.
2
4 C. Lamb
1
1
?
1
Kirksey, 42. Concord, 25, second
113°Igges
The district tournament which was
Nimes.
calculating
of
it group
13 4 4 8
1 5 7 2 9 Paschall
Roberts
then composed of only Calloway team.
Below is a complete Am/nation of
2 7 0 0
4 4 2 3 10 Tucker
Bailey
first
teams. Lynn Grove went to the
19,
the entire tournament composed of
Lynn Grove, 21, Hazel,
1
0 0 1
O 3 0 1 0 Armstrong
Lassiter
a
to
Eagles
the
held
and
finals
"fg", field goals; "C'. fouls: "fth",
team.
1
3 5
2 1
Turnbow
close game...
21, Mat
foul tries hit: "ftm". foul tries
Kirksey. 36. Murray
25 29 7 20
O 0 0 0 0
- .
McNutt
missed and tozal points etc..
CoachJeffry- took the consola- team.
- Concord Second Team
These figures were taken diTweoty-nine students from CalHazel. 38, Training School. 7, section.with his second learn' winning
fg f fth ftm
8 14 12 10 28 Players
Irons She_Eagles 14 the long.se0:e isnd
loway county are listed on the rectly from the official score book.
3 0 3 3
Henderson
Lyiut Grove First Team
of 42-15 in the finals also played - - Murray. 27. Faxon. 10. second honor roll for the fall semester at
2 2 2 0
fg f fth fins tp Yarbrough
Rand First Team
Players
to
Saturday -night. -The including of team.
according
College,
Murray State
0 0 0 0
fg f ftbftmtp Story
0 2 10 Allbritten
I
5
the second teams this year. was • Lynn Grove. 37. Training School. information aeleased Tuesday by Players
2 2 2 2
2 0 t- 1 5 H. Cochran
8 6 8 324 Coleman
Owen
the first time and it added much 13. first team.
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester. registrar. Paschall
0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 C. Cochran
0 0 0 0 0 Collie
Kirksey. 26. New Concord 21.
to the interest in the tournament
0 2 0 0
To be listed on the honor roll, a Miller
5 2 0 1 10 Cooper
7 7 3 3 17 Evans
and as a result favorcble crowds first team.
1 0 0 1
student must make a scholastic James
1
1
1 0 9 Smith'
0 3 2 Sinter
1
4
sec8,
Murray
27.
-Grove.
sessions.
Lynn
attended most
-standing of not loss awn 22 out-of rtinderwouct
0
0-- it
trijUir-Itaster
price
team.
The re-S-Wt of the tourney in or- ond
a possible 3.'• An A counts 3 points Brandon
"Three games
Salve--Nose
1 0 0 0 2 Scott
3 5 0 3 6
Kirksey. 20. Hazel 19. second for
23c
Sc,
10c,
der of games. played:
points
2
Drops
caunts
B
a
7
hour;
9
7
9
.
every
.
mgrit
Plus
t
25
_.,,
O 0 0 0 0 Parks
Turnbow
team.
Tiiiivery hour: and a C counts 1.
Grove. 40. Almo, 9. setond
•
0
0
Team
I
2
Kirksey
Second
•
Doores
TEAM
SECOND
I
.
7.1
.
1
ynn
0%.1P
15
Kirksey.
_
Irs Vo -not register:
T
fg f fth
tip Sakai
rs
Q0 T-T 1
Ke-y Player
second team
Chiropractor
9 21 Faxon
10 1
1
4
The following students from CalDixon
Garland
first
Kirksey. 27. Lynn Grove. 21.
Team
First
Murray
9 5 12 10 30 Training School Robinson
33 24 13 12 79 Billington
3 Office at Home, WV West Main
loway are listed on the roll: Opal
tesm.
tp
flat
fth
f
fg
Players
Blalock, Murray, 2.54;
1 6 Concord
1 6 4
9
Rogers
Henderson
Kirksey First Team
The all county net five chosen Katherine
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
O 0 U 0 0
Murray, 2.2; Evelyn lifeNutt
6
I, 6 4 1 6 Almo'
Smith
fg t fth ftm tp Rogers
Players •
after the tournament included Myethe Doron.
In Afternoon
5
2
1
2
2
Murray, 2.57; Corene Hurley
4 4 6 6 14 Murray
16 8
*Hurley
12 5 4 428 Ezell
-Copeland and Washer, Kirksey. H. Ruth .Gingles,
4 3 Copeland
1
4
1
P.M. to 6 P.M.
Starks
1
Hodges,
Odelle
2.22;
Knight.
3
8
I,
30
1.
Brewer
Henry.
1
15
'Paschall
Hazel
1
1
O 0 1
Cochran. Lynn Grove. L Bucy and
1 0 0 0 2 Billington
,
2.24; Carroll Hub- James
Wilson
2, 1 6 3 Kirksey
1
••Bill'ton 30 19
2 4 0
1
Young. New Concord. The five New Concord,
• -2 4 2 0 6 Pierce
Stubblefield
Hughes,
L.
H.
..8.81;
Moray.
bard.
- 23 7t NEW
Lynn Grove
"Key
14
44
9
13
15
Washer
ding five of
0 4 0 1 0
.
26 26 25 33 77 *Two games
,• .-,S4lnalird.___C,JO.P441,_ Allbritten
every human .in• 6-2 2 4
MeCuiston
the tournament play and • these
.1_ A
Charlotte Jordan,
Almo Second Team
1"Three games
stinct demands the
Washer led the field with4a wide Murray;•-- 2.48;
0
0
0
0
0
Cutchin
MurKeys,
fg f fth fins ll
2 tPlus
Bar-sell
1 7 0 0 2 Players
-'
"a;
margin in the number of points Murray, 2.51; Winifred
beat, yet many
2
2
1
0
2
Irvalr
0 2 1 0 1 '
_ Roberts
WE have installed the Barge Elmade. He was cool and consistent ray. 1.6.
find .their resourO 0'O 0 0
Puckett
1 0 0 0
"ectrIc Shoe t'ement Press to
32 22 25 20 gg Barnett
Thicehorses Drop First
OurY Lassiter, New Concord, 3:
and with his heighth easily gut tips
ces limited. It is at
vulcanise nes leather soles on
O 0 0 .0
Coursey
Faxon Second Teens
Mrs. Reba B. Miller. Murray. 3; W.
at center.
Defeat to Western Five shoes. This means no leaks . . . no
8 20 5 11 21
"such times that
O
Cleaver
0
0
0
4
ip
tm
Boyd
Sam
3;
Murray.
Moser.
B.
fth
f
school
Players
fg
county
Weather,
Marvin
squeaks. It means no stitches to
Almo First Team
Churchill's policy
2 2 2 2 6
2 4 0 2 4 Smith
Garland
superintendent presented the tro- Neely. Hazel, 22: Elvid L. Odom,
The Thoroughbreds went to Bow- break loose . . . no nails come
fg f fth has ip Carraway
s •i Jeffrey
of friendly helpO 4 0 1 0 ling Green last Saturday night for through into your feet. Your soles
Overby, Players
James
2.93:
O 0 1
phies to the winner and 'runners- Murray.
stay on, last longer, and look
2 2 4
1
1
Almo. 2.27: John W. Overby, Mur- Scott
1 O 4 0
fulness is most apO
Willoughby_
up following the finals.
a return engagement with the Hill- will
better. This new process is known
1
1
3
.0
O
Edvrards
11-138
3
Parker.
Brandon.
Date
ray. 3;
Dyer
O
.1-11
Scores !Or the finaIs:
toppers and suffered their first ae- as YULCA-SOLING.
preelarc 3.
2 0 0 1 4 I
Lynn Grove Second Team
Rovine Parks, Murray. 2.31; Mrs. Beale
1
1
I 2 3
First Team
Thompson
feat of the season, 29-23. The loss
6
0
0
1
3
Lassiter
f
Players
fg
fth
tp
EMENTING is the most modern
O 0 O 0 0
Ragsdale
Kirksey (27) Hafford C. Paschall. Murray. 2.35:
L. Grove (Il) Pos.
of hicKeel,- who was out with a
Our aim is to ren0
0
0
0
Voice0
Roberts
5
Smith
0
10
5
0
way to resole shoes.
Murray, 2.38.
Paschall,
Hafford
0
11
0
•
F
Copeland
1
O
Cunningham
4
Story
handicap
was
big
a
ankle,
sprained
serder a superior
1 4 1 0 3 E Thompson
Culver
3 1 0 0 6 to the Murray team which, how- Soling is the best of all cementing
Pierce
O 4 0
.
1
O
3
•
F
2.42;
Cochran
Murray.
Paschall.
Ouida
vulcanises
because It
vice at all times.
O 0 tr- o 0 Ragsdale
Cleaver
1 11 ever. was in front until the final processes.
5 3 '1
Washer 12 Madge
O 3
Cooper 7
1 0 1 Cochran
C
Patterson. Murray. 2.27;
your soles on your shoes by heat
O 0
Waldrop
1 0 1 six minutes when Diddle's sharp- and pressure. It is an obvious imMcCuiston 2 Ralph S. Patterson. Murray, 2.26;
.G
Suitea 4
7 9 4 3 18
9 2 5 2 23 shooters began' to connect from provement for three reasons.
-Scott
3 1L_4_.13_10 Key
Pred Phinips Murray, 2.44; Mrs.
The
9 6 3 4 21 long range.
Dooms
Team
First
Elkin
Lynn
Grove:
Doores
3:
Veasa
Substitutes:
Second
Murray.
Rowlett_
C
Dorothy
314/2tAY
J. H. Churchill
The sole is secured to the shoe
1
4 15
7 2
fg f fib fins tp Players
fg f tui tun tp Williams
Key 41 Parks 21: Kirksey: Brew- Tillman Taylor, New Concord. 3; Players
not by Just a few points of
The defeat dropped Murray into
Funeral Home
0
20
8
2
Haneline
10
2
1
2
1
3
or
Gantt
0
2
1
O
Allbritten
er 21.
0
Mar2.84;
Charlene Walker..Hazel.
second place in state ranking with binding, as in the ease of sewing by
1 3 0 0 2
nailing It is bound to the shoe
0 1 0 0 0 Hurley
Falwell
Second Team
6 6 4 4 18 Kelly
-Telephone 7
tha Nelle Wells, Murray, 2.75.
16 victories and I defeat. Western thousands
fibers
of interlocking
0 0 .0 0 0 Puckett
L. Grove '42i Po s. Kirksey 115/
O 2 1 0 1
had 18 wins and a single loss. bound by the cement.
The names of students- whose Willoughby
Murray.Ky.
49 30 11 13 109
0 0 0 4 0 Hart
1
3 0 1 2
standing entitles them to be in- Barnett
TOTAL, FIRST TEAMS
0 1 0 0
Garland
••••=====IIinism.
1 4 0 0 2
James
9 The sole is cemented on while
cluded in the honor roll but who
fg f fth ftns lp
2 Cutchin s.
2 0
1
" the shoe is rigidly held in its
1 11 Players
;.4 1
OF
MADE
are indebted to the college have Donelson
MEW;
original shape on wooden lasts
6 19
1
9 6
1
5 Fulton ,
2 0
SERVICE
6 '1 3 7 3 Hazel
been omitted from the above list. Thomason
made to fit the Use of year aloe.
SUPERIOR METAL
8 20 5 11 21
Murray
2 Mahan
3 0
1
Wells
0
2
2
O
0
well
as
graduate
includes
roll
The
Thus, the sole will be flat pal
Sound Protection
lilt ?Stilt
7 9 4 3 18
0
Almo
0 0 0
Garland
comfortable.
students.
as undergraduate
SAVINGS
5 9 2 6 12
13 24 9 16 35 Faxon
METALANE
/ A cemented sole is impervious
21 15 9 12 51
5 9 2 6 12
Training School Second Team , Concord*
A program showing gully con" to weather. Water or mud
IP
28
WEATHERSTR
14
10
8
12
School*
T
tp
f
tint
fg
fth
Players
Team
First
Concord
trol, terracing, lime and fertilizer
can't get between the sole and shoe
33 24 13 12 97
O
C. pity,t. t/. tier
0 1 0 Lynn Grove"
1
fg f fth Nan to Miller
and cause decay. Cement, when
use and reforestation has been Players
88
20
32
25
..Mb Wino 40
Ommei.ON.Manimme.•
.
20
Kirksey"
by the Yeica-Soling methapplied
.0
0
Cl*
3
O
Perdue
8
2
0
Casualty:
3
4
'Automobile, Plate Glass
started on M. D. _Judge's farm in Blalock'
od, remains unaffected in all kinds
Differsat frost say motel WV used
O 2 0 0 0
2, 3 22 Thompson
.
10 1
Young
Agent MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFtiNS.
Nicholas county.
weather.
of
foe Wistissrship. WM sat oxidize,
123128 71 80 316
O 3 0 1 0
O 0 0 2 Stamps
1
Moody
cornsis or ftneish. Isalisosive.
0 0 0 0 0 *Two games
3 3 6 4 12 Farris
Cooperative improvement work B. Bucy
games
**Three
2
2
3
0
O
3 7 Paschall
1
3 8
Bucy
on a comprehensive scale has been
First National Bank Building
TOTAL, SECOND TEAMS
1 0 1
1 3_,
O 0 0 0 'Robinson
Phone 466.
started in three Madison county Patterson
EAST MAPLE
fg f fth fist ip
2- Played'
Authorised Monarch Dealer
1 3 0
O 0 0 0
Henderson
communities.

TOURNEY

l
I

Not Everybody in
Calloway county sub.
scribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it! •

29 Calloway Students
Listed on Honor Roll

SALVE

t

--secs tie....

COLDS

jEzirer

Dr. VV. C.Oakley_

In Paying
Final Tribute
to Loved
Ones . . .

SHOE REPAIR
PROCESS HERE!

to

C

•

•

SAVE

--

FIRE...TORNADO

ca..
L.E. OWEN,Gen. Insuraitte

I. H. KEY, Murray,Ky

DUTCH'S SHOE SHOP

•

RYAN'S OLD-FASH1ONED CARNIVAL OF VALUES!
GE. In these times of price cutting you MUST be careful and get the
We have served you in the same way-selling goods of the very highest quality and our STANDARD WILL NOT'CHAN
Carnival of Values" you will get MORE foe the same money in every
"Whiz-Bang
big
this
during
and
inspection,
your
for
view
plain
goods
in
out
most for your money. NOW we have all our
purchase and it's III GUARANTEED. IT BEGINS FRIDAY at 8:00 A. M. HITCH UP AND COME!!!

SINCE 1880
-

WORK SHOES
Men's and boys' sizes, black
with stitched composition soles
and good, soft uppers.

49_

PAIR

WORK SHIRTS
Heavy Weight.- Full cut
and al! sizes to -1 7. EACH

49c

MEN'S-UNDERWEAR
Heavy, clean, regular 75c garments, priced right to sell fast.
EACH

CONGOLEUM GOLD SEAL RUGS - -Here's your chance to buy the famous
Gold Seal Linoleum Rugs, size 9x12 in beautiful floral designs and color combinations. First quality. EACH
We mean the biggest blanket value ever offered
PART WOOL BLANKETS
here, 70x80 sateen bound in asst. colored plaids, offered at this price to make way
for new spring goods. Buy all you need now. A whiz-bang value at

length hose, turn:.1
top, fancy patterns. All sizes.

ARMS
Great assortment chilaren's
Anklets. All colors and sizes,to
9 1-2.

PAIR

:
Genuine fast color, fine quality Print
Brand new case fancy patterns just received. YARD

HOPE DOMESTIC - This staple item has its place-in every
'home. Get yours early. lOyard limit.
YARD

SWEATERS - -

Children's Knit Bloomers,
good warm quality that
formerly sold to 2ce-pair.

COTTON SOCKS

10c

-OUTING PAJAMAS - -

•10c

Regular $1.00 quality, asorted colors,
fancies, trimmed or plain. Sizes 15 to 20.
EACH

GIRLS' JACKETS - -

Big new assortment, 46

Corduroy Jackets in good colors and
Sizes 14 to 20. Regular
satin lined.
$3.29 value. EACH

inch, solid and patterns, all colors. YARD

Men's blue and black "Melton" Jackets.
Good and heavy. Sizes to 46. EACH

Price

18c
$165

TOWELS - Regular 25c CANNON, 22x44. All
colors. EACH

TWO FOR

13c
124
35c18c

8
GALOSHES
19c
DRESS OXFORDS

Men's nice, clean, full Length work
sox in assorted colors. Help yourself. They're-PAIR

TWO FOR

15c

Children's and Misses' fleecelined. Ball Band and Goodrich
Brand in all sizes. PAIR

-.1111P-

• Our largest variety of all kinds Sweaters
for work or dress AT

OILCLOTH --

ZIPPER JACKETS - -

KNIT BLOOMERS

Heavy, 2-piece Monarch brand
made to sell at 60c. A carnival
value at EACH

Buy Your Tobacco Canvas From Us- We Carry All Grades!

Boys' 3-4
PAIR

$4.95
$1.89
Sc

STANDARD LL'DOMESTIC - - Full yard wide, 56-60 count, our regular 10c quality all
purpose material. Clean, smooth merchandise. 20-yard limit. Per Yard

PRINTS

THREE-QUARTER HOSE

49.

MEN'S UNDERWEAR

_for Men and Boys, in black $
and tan, in all sizes. Leather
soles and kid uppers. Values to
$3.50. PER PAIR

•

98

DRESS SHIRTS
Coranot Curl-Pruf Collar
Shirts, solid color and fancies
in sizes 14 1-2 to 17, fast color
EACH

88c
CHILDRENS' HOSE

•

Reg fNose,tan and brown.
all sizes, full length. They'll be
hanging up, so get all you
want.. PAIR

121c
RYAN'S SINCE 1880-SATISFACTION GUARANTEED RYAN'S
EACH

REAL "OLD FASHION" VALUES! -- COME AND GET 'EM!

TWO FOR

s .•

letti091144001.0sWee"-*-`-a.

4

k

•
4111.
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receive the commend&
of their
kiniey-Endorses Efforts to Aid
countrymen.
I am convinced that much of the
Farmers in Senate Announcement condemnation
- of thee atter:Dew At.,

he
on

.1Q/1

er,
its
74.
ils

secure

immediate relief for our agricultural interests is due to a failure of the Administration's critics
to envisage the whole picture.
As aptly stated by Secretary
Wallace in a recent and able address"We do not claim that the action taken under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, or the National Recovery Act, or any other
of the emergency, acts, helpful
as they may havd been temporarily, constitute a fundamental
plan for American Acricalture.
"We- must engage in the-delicate process of adjusting basic
production downward, until our
people have the vision to adopt
a long-time world trading policy
which is in keeping with our
posi4on as creditors"
To the same beneficent end, one
of the greatest Secretaries of State
of any administratitin or any Utile
Hull-b.as devoted his
splendid talents and hiltless energies.
No court has questioned the constitutionality of this program and
no true democrat will fail to endorse it.

ial
ay

its
b.
.?r
fy

11=9,

sin

IR

Etta)
on
no
to
'me
SIC",
ook

Co-existent with our national life,
Democracry has endured through
peace and war, adversity and prosperity, victory and defeat; while
other political organizations born
of the ephemeral exigencies of an
hour have, after a brief period of
dominance, passed one after an'
other into oblivion.
Item convinced that my political
faith hat outlasted the century
because -of-the verity of its principles and that. they like all great
general principles, while immutable are not rigid or static, and are
perfectly adaptable to the expansion of an empire and the changing needs of the times.
During the whole of my official
life, I have regarded the maintenance of the fundamental principles
of my party as no less binding
upon the conduct of a public servant than his oath of office.
After the lapse of the years: it is
most
gratifying 'to find
many
friends who. once advised me to
• that which seemed expedient rather
• than that which I believed to be
con- - right, now commending
stant adherence to principles- admittedly democratic, without regard to personal aggrandizement
or to my political fate, now felicitating me upon the fact that my
party in National Convention assembled and any great and hop-
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BA13Y'S COLD

tired Chieftain in the White House
expressly endorsed the stand
which for a time found little favor among many of my constituents.
With those time-honored guarantees of freedom of personal conduct, of conscience, of speech and
of the press, every informed democrat is familiar. There is another
right, however, alike essential to
the security, the happiness and the
prosperity of the citizen, i. e.-freedorn of the market place, the right
of every man who toils to dispose
of the thing he has produced in the
sweat of his face and upon which
his livelihood depends, lei_ an honest and open mart.'
To lessen or impair this right by
any illegal or inequitable manipulation of the processes of exehange,
by monopolistic control, by combinations in restraint of trade, or
by an arbitrary interference with
the freedom of commerce in the
interest of one class to the detriment of another, is and since the
days of Jefferson always has been,
in direct violation of the precepts
and practices of the Democratic
Party. Obviously the greatest sufferer by such ideates of power or
violations of law, is the agricul.
'-•-•--4
4

hove

To the -detection and prevention
of such abuses I have deveted the
best years of my life and I am
now persuaded to the point of
moral certainty that this unexampled depression .is due in a
greater measure to the wanton violation of this fundamentally demo,
critic principle than to the -aftermath _of war.

Heart-rending struggle of little
lungs for breath that comes but
fitfully-tiny chest agonizingly
Agriculture has been depressed
tight with congestion-fevered
to the point of utter prostration
crying ,for the nourishment that
by a huge and unsalable surplus.
it so badly needs, but can not
This market was destroyed, this
take. For • twenty five ,years
sorplus created and more than
Cross Salve has been pulling
eight billions of profitable comLittle Tots successfelly through
merce was driven from the high
anguish-filled
hour s.
those
spread thickly.= .a.__saff....statin..
511.1111c1 and arbitrary cmcloth- and applied to the chest, hargo-the Smoot-Hawley Tariff
act-condemned by informed and
the soothing oil that forms its
discerning Men of every political
base carries a powerful disinfaith.
fectant straight to the seat of
treuble. Within alniciet a matter
The President and ttiongress in an
of minutes strained muscles
earnest endeavor to relieve an inbegin to case off-tneathing betolerable situation attempted first
comes more even--visible reto decrease this surplus, and seccovery is on its way. Get a jar
ond, to restore_ those happy comof Cross Salve today. Apply it
mercial relationships to rm e rly
at the first fretful cry for help. 'maintained. In this work our greet
At all dealers..
President and his Capable associates merit and I ant assured will

TOLLEY & CARSON
FOOD MARKET
MEATS
GROCERIES
....Old Man Winter stays with us. but good things to eat
are plentiful at our store. Let us help you live better and
save money. Come and see us, or if you want to stay by
the fire call 37 and see how quick and cheerfully we can
serve you.

_

This great work requires something more than a simple acquiescence on the part of Congress, it
demands affirmative, efficient and
courageous' cooperation.
Having given more than twenty
years of my life to the study of
such problems and to the enactment of measures which have
proven of practical benefit to our
agricultural interests, I am persuaded that at this time the field
of my greatest usefulness lies in a
return to the duties of a legislator.
Congress should lend effective
aid to the Presideht and his accomplished Secretaries of State and
Agriculture by breaking down
these trade barriers that are basic,
rupting the world, and in restoring those trade relationships Which
have been sedulously fostered by
every' democratic administration
from Jefferson to Roosevelt, and
which have insured the prosperity
riot-of agriculture alone but of all
other activities directly or indirectly affected by it.
If elected to the Senate, I shall
earnestly endeavor to maintain the
principles and render loyal support
to the leaders of my party. My
record as a public servant in the
past is the earnest of my conduct
in the future.

County

Agent's Scholl:le For
February 24-28

rattelF awe? eaStatent agents
will have the same talks at the.
Communitymeetings listed for this
week as were given at the Community 'meetings last week. The
nature of these talks is the soil reaction as it applies to crops of Calloway county also fertilizer will be
discussed.
The schedule is as follows
Monday, February 24-Office.
Tuesday, February 25-County
Program Meeting at Murray, 9:30
g. m.
Wednesday. February 26-Faxon
Community Group, 10:00 a. tn.;
Faxon Organize 4-11- Club, 12:15
p. m.; Blakley Community Group,
2:00 p. m.
Thursday, February 27-Hazel
Community Group, 10:00 a. m.:
Smotherman Community Group,
1:30_p.
Friday, February 28-Office.
Saturday, February 29-Office.

WilrGet New Chance in

N

''""•L•4•,',"•
:Tre.:40,1

Notice

'

many thousands of acres of such
land in this State to be permanently retired from agriculture and put
to uses. for which the areas are
better adapted. Families living on
these purchase areas, such as represented by the above child, are
being resettled on better farm
lands where they will have new
opportiunities to acquire good
homes and become permanently
self-sustaining citizens.

Quarterly Conference
Dates, Paris District,
Set by H. R. Taylor

Scott's Grove Baptist
Institute, March 18-21

NEW!

WHITE WAY
*MARKET

TRAVEL BY BUS!

Connections to St. Louis, Chicago,
Detroit, and Everywhere.
Terminal at SIXTH and MAIN

C. RAY LINFS
Murray, Ky.

Phone 456

consiated of D. W. Billington, pea- lea to sea. The money the town
tor, and T. D. McMillen.
4 aisle eracetve
is to be 'turned in
to Barbara Diuguid Saturday afternoon, and Captain Inglish will take
charge of the rest of the motley.
The Girl Scouts will have their
Yes, we are still having winter second class ceremony on March
and there is no let up yet. The 9, at the little chapel.
We decided to change our troop
ground hog must have seen his
shadow the 2nd day of February. name. We asked Capt. Inglis and
The Rev, Ur. Davis filled his Mrs. Angel to decide for us. They
regular appointment at Mt. Hebron decided on "Jonquil".
Troop It of the High School is
last Sunday.
helping s witheur Cookie sale,
A little boy of Louie Dunna died
too.
the past week with pneumonia. The
Frances Sledd, Scribe
remains were laid to rest in the
Kirksey cemetery alter services by
the Rev. Mr. Davis. Mr. Dunn has
a little daughter Ill with pneu- The annual meeting of the stockmonia. •
holders of the Calloway County
Dennie P. Alexander is the truck National Farm Loan Association
driver for Prof. Barber Edwards will be held at the Court !louse
en the milk route. Dennie goes to- on Thursday, February 27, and all
day to haul tobacco for Miles members at said association as
Beach aft r
Jackson and family to Puryear, from the Land Bank Commissioner
Tenn. Less is going to. hammer are earnestly requested to be pres"7.77•_;_.•:,._4NtrIglif„as,,ior the ent at,,gatassieethIgidlie.
a- tere will be
farmers down there.
many things of interest brought
Citrol Alexander takes Less Jack- up and discussed and there will
son's place in the shop and he Is be a representative from the Fedeoupting on hammering iron this eral Land Bank of Louisville there
year.
to talk to the members and to adsMrs. Tucker died last Friday wee all questions that may arise,
night with heart trouble. The re- and we most sincerely trust that
mains were laid to rest in the all borrowers will be present. The
Tucker graveyard, west of Kirk- meeting will start promptly at
sey, after services by the Rev. L30 pc m. so please be on hand.
David Thompson.
E C. Jones, Sec-Trees.,
Come out to the prayer service
Calloway County N. F., L. Aevery Sunday evening. We need
your help. Read 25 Chapter of
Gen. and 6th chapter of John.
Hurrah for Eagle! He cs.anes
every week. He still writes a good
49c
10 lbs. SUGAR
letter and we love to read them.
Madam Rumor, would have you 3 pkgs. ARM & HAMMER
SODA
10c
all to believe that we need a police
and deputy sheriff in or near Kirk- 3 bars Fine ART SOAP 11c
sey to keep peace in the Loafers' 6 bars Big Ben SOAP 25c
Club. Hal Hal
THREE 1000-sheet
Come on with the news!-Lazy
. .12c
TOILET TISSUE
Ned.

Kirksey Kinklets

The county agent has on the
This youngster, whose home is
bulletin rack some farm magazines
typical of hundreds on areas being
for distribution. Anyone interested
taken over by the Resettlement
in reading these magazines are welAdministration in this reegion, Is
come to one or many. The agent
being given a new chance in life
will be glad to add to this numby Uncle Sam. Her father's farm
ber any surplus farm magazine
Is of a submarginal type incapable
that anyone will bring to the- of-,
et being farmed profitably and is
fice.
part of an area which Resettlement
He also has a number of Kenis converting into a park and
tucky Bulletins and Circulars reforest
lating to farm subjects for anyone
Resettlement has taken over
needing such information.

25c
COFFEE,2 pounds
COFFEE,the very best blend,
23c
1 lb. fresh ground
27c
ROLLED OATS,2-lb. pkg., 2 for
19c
COCOA,2-lb. pkg.
10c
MORTON'S SALT,5c pkg.,3 for
No. 1 Peaberry Coffee,
20c 10
IVORY SOAP, med. bar, 4 for
lbs. Sugar
50c
20c
0FRUIT COCKTAIL, 16-oz
17c lb.
lbs. Sugar,
9c 10Cloth
CANNED BEETS; No. 2 can
S3c
Bag
OCTAGON SOAP CHIPS
Puffed Wheat
10c Convenient Schedule
12c BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY TO-for fine laundry, 2 for
18c 1-lb. box Crackers
Paducah: 8 A. M., 11:15 A. M.,
2-1b. box Crackers
CORN and TOMATOES,No.2 cans,3 for 25c New Perfection Stove 18c Hopkinsville: 7:45 A. M.4 I P.5P.M
Me
25c. Wicks
• 25t Dawson Springs: 7:45 A.. M.: I P. Id.
CANNED SPAGHETTI,3 cans
Pork Sausage, lb. 20c Mayfield: 6 A. M., 51 A. M.;5 P.lit
SOUPS, College Inn, all flavors, 2 for . . 25c Pure
7:445 A. m.;
M.
Pink Salmon, 2 cans . 25c Paris:
ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
KRAFT CHEESE in Cocktail Glasses,
SEE US FOR YOUR BULK
CAMPUS
GARDEN SEED
all kinds
19c and 23c

•
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Second round of Quarterly Conferences of Paris District are announced as follows by H. R. Taylor, presiding elder:, - --McKenzie Circuit, at Blooming
Grove, Sunday, February 23.
--Big Sandy Circuit, at Baker's
Chapel, Saturday, February 29.
Dresden Station, Sunday morning, March 1.
Gleason Station, Sunday night,
March 1.
Atwood Circuit, at Shiloh, Wednesday, March 4.
Kirksey Circuit, at Mt. Hebron.
...Saturday, March 7.
Cottage Grove Circuit, at Union
Hall. Sunday, March 8.
Dresden Circuit, at Mt. Hermon
Saturday, March 14.
Murray Station, Sunday morning,
March 15.
4COUNTY AGENT NOTES
Puryear-Buchanan, at Buchanan.
SaturdaY, March 2L
Paris • First Church, Sunday
No More Tobacco Tax
;mining, March 22.
_
The Kerr-Smith act is dead and
Hardin Circuit, at Olive, Thurs
there is no reatrictiOn on the sale day, March 26.
of tobacco.
Murray Circuit, at New Hope
Farmers that were under the Friday. March 27.
AAA contract are urged to contl Almo Circuit, at Independence,
tintie the use of the allotment card. Saturday, March 28.
This should be turned in "at the ofGleason Circuit, at New Valley,
fice when the crop is sold. This Saturday, April 4.
is.the only way for the Tobacco
Paris Second Church, etc., at
Section to continue payment of the Oak Hill, Sunday, April 5.
'35 contract. The warrant writers
Hazel Circuit, at Mason's Chapel,
are still on the market and will be Sautrday, April 11.
glad to record' your sales. The
Paris Cirbuit, at Chapel Hill,
county agent is unabie to put the Sunday, April 12.
sales of tobacco on the allotment
Faxon Circuit, at Faxori, Saturcard.
Burgess Parker Jr., and day, April 18.
Wells Purdom are representatives
Marileyville Circuit, at Poplar
of the Tobacco Sectien and are Grove, Sunday, April 19.
the only ones that are qualified
Mansfield Circuit, at Antioch,
In this county.
Saturday, April 25,
McKenzie Station, Sunday morning, April 26,
Seed Corn-Good And Bad
Howell R. Taylor, P. E.
Some time., ago the county agent
wrote 200 letters to farmers for
samples of seed corn to test. Only
30 responded.
He needed 100
"Aadioscopiks" Introduces Third
samples to send in at a time. ToDimension Films In Sound
day he received word that we
could not get any more tested
Excitement is high today among
because the experiment station test the
technicians of Hollywood over
has been made. Thirty-two counwhat might be the next big turnties sent in samples and the test ing-point
in motion pictures. It is
shows ti wide variation of germin- the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer short
ation. One county tested 100 per subject,
"Audioscopiks", coming
cent while the lowest tested only
Sunday and Monday to the Capitol
46 per cent. Therefore, it would
theatre.
be worth while to test seed corn
The short combines sound, color
for 1936. The County Agent wishes and the
third dimension. Players
to thank those
who brought seem to
literally step from the
samples in and_„he is sorry that he screen
and approach the audience.
Is unable to get, this test made.
In many eases players appear attually to hold objects a few inches
from the spectator's face.
. Some of the exciting details that
will be shown are: A girl swings
out over the audience. A magician
produces a mouse on the end of his
wand and hands it to any one
No. 2 14 can Hominy
25c wishing it. A girl blows up a bal3 for
loon which seemingly burst:I-but a
P. and G. Soap, 6 bars 25c few inches away.
These and many
No. can Tomatoes, 3 .25c more amazing things happen dur25c ing the showing of the picture.
No. 2 can Corn, 3 for
Pete Smith handles the uproariPure Coffee, no cereals,
11c ous dialogue.

For the finest foods call for RICHELIEU or TOP- Don't Forget Our Fresh
Meat Department. We
MOST BRANDS.
Carry the Best
In our meat market we carry only the best Branded
Meats from Armour's or Swift's.
WE DELIVER
Highest market price paid for Eggs, Butter and
PHONE 85
Cream.
FAIN & BELL
PHONE 37
WE DELIVER

20

Agricultural Engineer
Inspects Murray Camp
W. X. Hull, Washington, D. C.,
agricultural engineer of the Soil
Conservation, U. S. Department of
Agricultpse, with his party, inspected the _Murray COC camp the first
of this week and made an investigation • o-1- the local co-operation
being given the camp in its soil
conservation work.
Mr. Hull was accompanied by J.
D. Parsons, regional engineer.
Zanesville, Ohio; C. C. Rucker, project engineer, Paducah, and H. A.
Ritchie, assistant engineer of the
Paducah project.

The Thirteenth Annual Bible Institue of Scott's Grove Baptist
Church will convene March 18 and
will continue throeigh
Sunday,
March 22. The following program
has been announced by the pastor,
D. W. Billington:
Wedheeday, March 18
7:00-Steward of Life, C. IL • Wilson
•
Thursday, March 19
10:00-"Occupy Till I come", W. W.
Dickerson
11:00-"Caught in the Devil's Net",
B. B. Boaz
1:30--"I Am the Way", F. G. •Arilborn
2:30-"The Light of the World",
•
D. H. Jones
7:00-"Going Back to Bethel", L.
We wish to express our sincere
W. Carlin
thanks to the many friends andFriday, March 20
relatives for the many kindnesses
shown us during the illness and
,IY.1.49Rdeath of our beloved father, W. S. 11:00-Sermon, R. 0. Beaman
1:30
Measurement
of
-"Four-fold
liargis, to Dr. Phillips' for his uhGod's Love", B. E. Averitt
ing efforts. the Rev. Mr. Blank_2:30-"Sufficient Grace", F.
:pier his kind and
Wilborn,
words, and especially do we thank
Say Linn
the Linn-Roberts 7:00-"The blood of Christ",
W. Carlin
Funeral Home of Elenton for hjs
Saturday, March 21
kind and sympathetic services ren10:00--Spiritual Enrgement",
dered.-Familf."
W. Carlin
Tn Fleming county, 3,84E tons of 11:00-"Jesus More Than Man", B.
E. Averitt
shed limestone have been dered. to, firrners during the past 1:30-"Expectant Church", B. B.
. Boaz
2:30 -The Day of Small Things".
b. H. Jones
7:00-"Fellowship With Christ",
Carroll Hubbard
TWO 10c Octagon Soap Chips Ilc
Sunday, March 22
206
FOUR 7c Ivory Soap
11:00-"The Beginning and Perpet50c
Gallon Red Staley Syrup
uity of the Church of Christ",
50c
1,9
Cape Sager
-A. M. Hawley
24 As. Flaw
2:00-"The Lordship n ot Christ",
45c
12 lbs. Ky. Pride Flour
Carroll Hubbard
2 lbs. Our Mother's Cocoa
16c 7:00--The Sovereignty of the
Holy Spirit in Conviction", A. M.
2-1b. jar Peanut Butter and
40c Hawley
2-1b. box Crackers
All are cordially invited to attend
Balk Mnatird Seed and English
the services.
Peas.
The committee. on arrangements
THREE No. 2 cans Spinach or
25c
Turnip Greens
$1.05
8-1b. carton Pure Lard
50.1b. can Pere Lard
$6.35
can't say enough for Cardin if
2Ik
0. K., the best Coffee, for
I talked all day," enthusiastically
8 lbs. Navy Beans
25c writes Mrs. L. H. Caldwell, of StatesSc ville, N. C. "I have used Cardui at
California Parsnips, lb.
10c intervals for twenty-five years," she
25c Wheat° Cereal
adds. "My trouble in the begineing
Brooms
_
2k and 40c was weakness and nervousness. I
TWO No. 2 1-2 cans DeT Monte
1 read of Cardui in a newspaper and
Peaches
35c decided right then to try it. It.seemed
bottle of
BACON:- before I had taken half a
WANT TO BUY
Cardui I was stronger and was soon
BM. Flour ..... $5.40, $6.00 & higher up and around."

Card of Thanks

p,

of

T. J.. SMITH PURE
FOOD MARKET

17c
A 25c Hot Chocolate
8 lbs. Greet Northern
BEANS
2Sc
Girl Scout News
Purex, a bleacher, qt.
I8c
3 pkgs. Seeded or Seedless
Troop No. I
RAISINS
25c
The Girl Scouts of 7;,00p I held '13 1-2 oz. Tomato Juice;
their meeting fh the Training
FOUR for
21c
School building last Saturday. We
lOc
went through the regular routine. 3 boxes SALT
17c
The following important announce- 6 boxes MATCHES .
23c
ment was made: There will be nO 4-tie BROOM
scout meeting or basketball prac- No. 10 Pennant Syrup 53c
tice next Saturday. All the scodts 1 lb. Hoop Cheese
20c
are to report .to the Cottage Bakery between 8:30 and 9:00 for cook-

-ANNOUNCING
Our return to Murray
... We are glaTio be
back with you

Week End Prices

911

W. S. Fitts & Son
"

lbs.

Lady Took Cardui
When Weak, Nervous
-I

sun

' Swann's Grocery

Thousands of women testify Canna benefited them If It does not benefit YOU,
mama a pilysician,

Economy Grocery

PHONE 204

We invite you to see us at once ....
the same old location . . . . but new
stock and merchandise ....and a new
employee-

JOE IRVAN

a
VP.

is now connected with us and invites his
friends to call on him at his-new location.

many

SATURDAY and FOURTH-MONDAY we are selling a fine assortment of best 20c fast color prints
for 17c. 25-cent Oil Cloth for 19c. 200 pairs of
Work Shoes, $1.50. Ball Band Overshoes and Boots
at close-out prices.

The Calloway County
Feed Mill
feels safe in making this announcement to you and feels
that it will be safe and profitable to you to become a user
of our "TRIPLE F" Chicken Feeds made by formulas that
are not guessed at; but by formulas that have been tested
and tried for years, and are correctly mixed and balanced
three ways:
I.
2.
3.

RUDOLPH THURMAN

PARVIN BLALOCK

919

Proteins, fats and carbohydrates.
Minerals,
Vitamins,

For Quality Merchandise at Lower Prices
Our mashes contain yeast, oil of witeat embryo,aice
48c cultures,
SUGAR, Pure Cane, 10 lbs. for
cod liver oil, spinach dehydrated, orange dehy69c drated, high lactic buttermilk.
FLOUR,24 lbs. guareanteed
Our mashes also contain the correct amount of iodine
15c
COFFEE, Arbuckle, lb.
and
other essential minerals, also wheat bran, meat
LARD, pure, 50-lb. can $5.99-$6.39 $6.49 scraps,
alfalfa meal, yellow'corn meal, grey wheat shorts.
LARD, bulk, pure or compound, 2 lbs. . . 25c
We are authorized mixers of-This feed for a firm in
18c St. Louis.
,
MATCHES,6 boxes
You can feel sure you are feeding a fresh feed when
10c
SALT, 3 boxes
you feed our "TRIPLE F. ULTRA LIFE" Mashes, for we
10c make in quantities we know will be consumed readily.
SOAP,0. K.
3 bars for
PEAS, Van Camps Sifted, 2 cans for . 25c
You can get these mashes-STARTER,G,ROWER and
CORN,Country Gentleman, 3 cans for. 25c LAYING MASH atHANErINE & SON at Coldwater.
PRUNES, Evaporated. med. size, lb. . . . 5c •
COLLEGE CREST HATCHERY, Murr.
15c
CRACKERS, 2-lb. box
D. F. WEST, Five Points, Murray.
10c
PEANUT BUTTER, 10-oz. jar
SWANN & HARRIS, Lynn Grove.
10c or our mill at STELLA, packed in 25, 50 and 100 pound
MUSTARD, quart jar
- '25c Zig-Zag Striped Bags,
OLEOMARGARINE,2 pounds for
YOU'LL BE BACK
We have Seed Potatoes, Garden Seed. Will pay highest TRY ONE SACK
market prices 'for Hems, Shoulders and Eggs.

•••

G.M.and J. B. Cathey
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Scripture---gyrus Miller.
McCuaston'a.
14,174 pounds for $909.88, an averPrayea----VrtA,
B. bedstead.
age of $8.42; Growers. 10,374 _pounds
LEADING BOXERS
WEED FOR WEEK
'
d w
"
I MRS• GOWER
Mi
" Marlene McLet
Murray .Monday on business.
Watch Woriol-z-By Sunbeam*
for 568.56, an average of $5.44; AsTurnbow Jr.
sociation, 19.534 pounds fbr $1,389.Reading-70..
Mrs. W. E. Dick end Mrs. J. E.
Bible _Study., Jesus' Work—Hugh Latlesua..arere.„fnutyualostisatersobort i - -- OF HAZEL, CALLED
BOUT HERE
AVERAGES $6.49 77, an average of $7.11.
"Short Thirty.-Six", a three act
Trerry—Lina.
,
W ednesday.
73.586
Monday's sales totaled
,
comedy by Myrtle Giard Elsey,
Song-0; How I Love Jesus.
Mrs. Calvin Stubblefield was in ;Burial in Hazel Beside Husband will be presented at the New Con- Average for Week Under Last pounds for $4,678.49, an average
Debby Matthews to Meet Tiger
Roll ChIl. answered by Bible
Who Passed- Away Several
Gibson: Matthews is State*
Memphis... Tenn., a few days last '
Week Which Reached $8.87; Sea- $636.. Sales by floors: Murray, 38,quotations._
cord High Szhool auditorium Sat034 pounds for $1,829.87, an average
Champion.
Years Ago.
week to have her eyes treated.
son's Sales Average $8.76.
Story of Moses—Mr:. Milstead.
22, at 7:30 p. m.
of $5.78; Growers, 10,644 pounds
erday..Feo.ouary.
Mrs.
Fred
Moores
kft
'rues-clay
- The Ten Commandrnonta—Sun$893.88, an average of $6:52:
for
Funeral
services
Leading boxem of the state will
were
held
at
Mrs.
direeted
by
being
play
is
The
week
morning for Union City, Tenn., to
The weed average for the
beams.
Association, 31,270 pounds for $2,Mn
the
Hazel
Baptist
Church
for
meet in a fight bout arranged by
an
with
visit relatives and friends.
Ralph Churchill. Admission 10 cad dropped under last week
Sung—Jeaus Loves Me.
154.74, an average of 26.89.
Manager Gale Stinson of the MurGahm Jaraes and Joe Jones of Martha WiWarna gawer' alh) died 15 antis.
average of $8.49. The week's sale
Prayer—Mrs.
B.
Closing
Wednesday
nighC
ray Athletic Arena. The fight is
Irebreary,
12,
at
Sales for the season totaled 1,Croaaland were in Hazel Tuesday
Last week averaged $8.87. The sales
Turnbow.
The cast of characters follow:
her home ilayast Hazel.
the-first ftstic meet here in several
on business
week are under the general 271,688 pounds for $88,006.23, an avthis
After the program the group
Mrs. Gower had been confined to
months and an excellent cant!
George Dansard, Laverne Bucy: average for the season which is erage of $6.76.
Mr and Mrs. Onas Thompson ot
was entertained with a little Val- the Mill Creek section
her home for a number of years Gordon Dansard, j, W. Young; Joe $6.76.
MI rounds of glove slinging.
were In l h
entine party. A number of games Hazel Tuesday shopping.
with illness. She was born in Ripley, James Blelock; Matthew
The main go will feature Bobby
Sales for the week totaled 287,and contests were enjoyed..
;Henry county August 15, 1852, mak- Huff, Randall Patterson; Eaten UpMatthews, Fulton, Ky.. who ranks
pounds for $18,881.81, an aver865
served.
juice
was
and
grape
Cake
'
mg
her
83
years of age. She was shaw, Billie Collie; Aunt Paralee
* -the first len oniddievteights of
the f10011
Those present were 0. B. Turna Member of the Baptist Chureh Huff. Gladys Alexander; Patsy age of $8.49. Sales by
bow, Hugh Terry and Gene Lynn, RICHMOND NOTES at Hazel. She was a fine Chris- Huff, Mary Dean Collie; Myna for the week: Murray, 98.984
The W.P.A. sewing project workpounds for $6,035.58, an average of
James and Herbert Herndon. Adols
tian woman.
Murridge, Irene Grogan; Totsy
for ers will have a display of their
pounds
41,239
Growers,
$6.22;
Lamb-Tates Marriage
Denham,
Billie
Cleatus
and
phus
MURRAY
'
S GROWTH She is survived by five children, Vantine, Maxine Parker:
$5.90; As- work Saturday afternoon from 2
Outland. Fred and Paul Bray,
two daughters and three sons, Mrs. Aliie Stubblefield: Mrs. Hannigan, $2.434.37.- an average of
The Rev. H. W. Schuan. pastor
pounds
for $10,- to 4 o'clock in the project room on
sociation,
145,662
Molten,
Douglas, Joe Ed and Jr.
Dale Gower Schilcutt and Mrs. Laurine Stubblefield; Canter, Cove
Church Louistia
of First
the third floor of the Ryan builder
ailie. announces the marnege of
ing. The project, under the superBelief
in
College
totaled
Wednesday
The sales for
Wright. Ann Littleton.
Tenn.; Aitnett Gower of Texas, Joe
vision of Miss Elaina Ahart has
rMiss Ruby Cecil Lamb to Mr. Geo.
Athletics.
49.859 pounds for $3,404.17, an avCow
of
Grove, Term.,
ADDS NEW TRUCK
various types of work.
'sa.
Yates which was performed b y
completed
floors
Sales by
of $6.83.
r
.1r7PitirtVim and E. D. Mater
—0Gower of Hazel who
•aaa.s.
him February 10 in that_city.__
iTe
:ixi7galOtotrit made at
tjt
r
_Dr_
lames
Every
IL-Richmona.
Murree was living
nesday: Murray, 10,056- pounds
ded the funeral -service* of L.
his -Mother, and
The Thurmond Grocery has adth
„ Mrs. Yates is a native of Haza
$5.10; the sewini project will be included
of
average
$573.45,
an
for
in Paducah Sunday and College president, declared to the a number _of grand-children.
Dubois
S.
offering
is
ed a new truck .and
•being the-youegosi,daughter-4 the
exhibit as well as magazine
while in Paducah were guests in students of the institution in-- asFuneral services were conducted free delivery service to their pa- Growers, 5,247 pounds for $348.33, in the
late Geo. W. Lamb. and sister of
and pick picof Dr. and Mrs. Julian sembly Monday, February 17, that by the Rev. A. M. Hawley. Burial trons. The new white Chevrolet an average of $8.64; Association, racks, what-nots,
home
the
Misses Coonie and Beulah Lamb,
Entrance to the project
no other college in the South has was in the
tures.
av$2,482.39,
an
pounds
for
34,554
Disrnukes.
Hazel
cemetery by the town delivery truck is one of the
while the groom is formerly of
room is at the rear of the Ryan
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron and grown so rapidly and has bee, side of her holland who died town's most impressive delivery erage of $7.18.
Smithland and Paducah.
building on North Fourth street.
Mists Ann Herron, were recognized so favorably as has several years ago. •
daughter,
44,082
totaled
Sales for Tuesday
trucks. The new store is managed
a They will make their home in
called to Trezevant, Tenn., last Murray State. "I ern delighted
average
by Edwin Thurmond and is assist- pounds for $2,868.18, an
Louisville where Mr. Yates is emRead the Classified Celamn,
week to attend the funeral services with theo recognition which this It Pays to Read the Chussitled• ed by. William Whitnell
of $8.51. Sales by floors: Murray,
ployed.
school
is
getting
throughout
the
nephew,
Mr.
Hen-on's
of Mrs.
nation," said Dr: Richmon-d.
Roberts.
Hazel M. E Missiaeary Society
Complimenting the
basketball
Dottie Gower Shilcutt of
Mrs.
Meets
Memphis was called to Hazel on team on the excellent record it has
made this season in SIAA competiThe M
Missionarti• Satiety met account of illness and death of her
tion. the Murray chief expressed
1:30 mother. Mrs. Gower.
Wednesday
afternoon
at
The Rev, and Mrs. K. G. Dunn the belief that the Thoroughbreds
o'clock in the home ST Mrs. D. N.
Were in Paris last week on busi- will win both the KIAC and SIAA
White.
teurnaments to be played at BowThe following program was given ness.
Mrs. Mary Wilson spent one day ling Green, Ky., and Jackson. Miss..
Song—Faith of My Fathers.
respectively. "I believe in college
Scripture,, Isaiah 35—Mrs. W. B. last week in Paris, guest of her sisathletics," he stated, "In good
ter and other relatives.
Scruggs.
.
teams, in order to be respected as
Mrs. Bob Bray was in , Murray
Meditation—Mrs. W. E. Dick.
athletes, players should be respectMonday on business.
Prayer—Mrs. Scruggs.
ed as students too . . . As long as
the
Broach
of
Mrs.J.
H.
Mr.
and
Song—Showers of Blessings.
I am president of this institution,
Mill Creek section were in Hanel
- Prayer—The Rev. K. G. Dunn.
—and I hope that'll be for a long
_
:The
.Story- of "-)affe. Adams: as Thursday on business,
Mrs. Robt. Garrett of Bells. time.—we'll have a good sound
a community Neighbor-Mrs. Jerk
athletic department."
Kelly. Mrs. Alice Jones and Mrs. Tenn.. -was in Hazel a few hours
After he had read from the, Bible
Saturday afternoon visiting friends
T. S. Herron.
in opening the chapel exercises,
Buttetimakilews—Mrs. K. G. Dunn. and shopping.
the president in brief comment
The Rev, A. M. Hawley attendBusIness Session.
•
said: "The biggest fool in theoworld
6 BOXES
FINEST BRAND
Benediction—The Rev. K. G. ed the Bible Institute at the Mem15c_
Murray a is the one iivho says there is no
orial .Baptist Church
Dunn.
'
MATCHES
God! The most stupid man ia the
BOMB'I MAI'IHLW
A social hour followed' and de- few days last Week.
one
who
has
no
faith
The
greatLb.
Jewel, 3 Lbs.
French, lb. 19c
Country Club, lb. 25c
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Caldwell and
the world and recently fought two lightful refreshments were served.
est men
were those who had
15`
43
`
Viva of Tennessee,
_COFFEE
main events m Louisville. • He -R . The, nezt-'ineeting will be held daughter. Maas
simple:
child-like
faith."
He uSed
were in Hazel over the week end
the
unquestioned
middlewegiht Wednesday. March II. with Mrs.
Washington,
Lincoln.
and Wilson
as gUests of relatives.
Audrey.Sirronons as host.
champion of Kentucky.
as American examples, pointing out
Mrs. Coleman Hurt, who has
20`
the
fact
that
Wilson led his cabinet
10-"- bag
Rha opponent. -TiggC......C.ibson, Sunbeam Sand Program
CORN MEAL
50 "3 Each
BLOCK SALT
been confined to her room for the
in prayer just prior to America's
was taught the fistic art by-Barney
past few weeks is much improved
entrance into the war. "You don't
The Sunbeams met last Wed- at this writing.
McCarthy, StaEdnis former middleLb.
have te be ashamed of the faith
weight champion and has won 62 nesday afternoon at 3 .o'clock in
Miss Jewell Hill spent last
Bag
100
*1
35
Bag
BRAN
'
100
_
SHORTS
fights out of 83 .starts by knock- the home of Mrs. W. H. Miller on Thursday in Murray visiting 'Mrs. that is in you", he said.
The Bible is history, but more
outs. He holds a one round knock- Institute street. with Mrs. Miller Cletus Ward and Miss Annie GipTALL CAN _
than that; philosophy, but more
out tight with Kid'- Leanord who etinduating the program.
son.
10`
thanotbat:
SALMON
Bag
17
`
poetrya_lawt
more
that
wes"
'
Brand
2
CHUM
CRACKERS
Matthews woe- over in five- rounds --The program
t
he
"E. L. miner spefirott-nt--that. - No greater philosophy. ne
Murral Oast
Cibsan is a frosejt.Csa ad the
,_Ligaht.
week in Big Sandy. Spruagvthe.
Seamier history, and no nobler
and Camden, Tenn.. on business.
poetry was ever written. . AcaMiss Lavern Hill, who is workdemic freedom is essential to eduing in Paris, spent the week end
cation, but no person has the right
in Hazel with her parents. Mr. and
to take advantage of his profesMrs. N. G. Hill in West Hazel.
sional status." he finished.
Mrs. J. D. McLeod and daugh"We are here for a purpose, we
ter. Miss Manelle of Crossland,
have a destiny tar realize, we are
have moved to Hazel and will
No. 2
modeled in the image of God!"
Sliced
spend the rest of the winter with
KIDNEY BEANS
2 cans LIW
PINEAPPLE Broken
her son and family. Mr. aria Mrs.
Elic McLeod in West Hazel.
POUND 5c
80-90 Size
Miss Mildred Miller, who is
RED BEANS
PRUNES
teaching at Linton. Ky.. spent_ the
week end with her parents, Dr.
No. 2 Size cans
Pounds
An examining trial was held for
Miller.
and 'Mrs. E
25` TOMATOES
SEEDLESS RAISINS
Mr. and Mrs. Weatherford- of Tom Coleman Tuesday afternoon.
Puryear •attended the funeral ser- Coleman was held for chicken
Jumbo Can
vices of Mrs. Gower Friday at the steXting and more recently for
jailbreaking He was held to the
DOG FOOD
TOMATO JUICE
Baptist church.
Miss Hazel Jones. who is teach- grand jury under a $250 bond on
Pounds
Large Yellow 10-Lb. Sack33c
ing at Faxon, spent Saturday and the chicken stealing count and $500
10
NAVY BEANS
ONIONS
Sunday -with her mother, Mrs. on the jailbreaking charge.
Alice Jones.
Mrs. Hugh Shipley of near Greefi James Parker Miller
Plain Section. was in Hazel SaturNamed Best Debater
day to visit her parents. Mr. and
io.our first consideration in the purchasing and seMrs, Miller Marshall.
Union University debate team
lecting of meats. ,And Murray housewives enjoy
The Rev. and - Mrs. Charlie Ar- won high hnnors in the Mid-South
shopping at the Murray Meat Market because they.
nett of Lynn Grove were here Tournament' at Arkadelphia. Ark..
are pleased with the sanitary care
the manage-,
Friday to attend the funeral sec- February 14, 15. defeating seven of
vices of Mrs. Arnett's grandmother. the leading colleges and universiment of the shop. And they know that quality
Mrs. Gower, at the Baptist church. ties of the south. The team commeats are necessary for the success of their meals.
L. K. Pinkleya who works in Pa- posed of Roy Harlan Jr. of Barlow,
POUND
FRANKS
ducah. was home over week end to Ky., and James Miller of Hazel,
15`
BOLOGNA
visit his peopte- 'MURRAY MEAT MARKET
Ky., defeated Millsaps College of
Mr. arid Mrs. Elbert Allbritten Jackson. Miss.: Ouachita College of
2 POUNDS
TELEPHONE 12
were in Murray.. Saturday to visit Arkadelphia. Ark.; Louisiana State
25c
SALT MEAT
Miss Sula Gray McCuiston. who is University: University -of Austin
JUST OPENED—Swift's Cream Buying Station.
seriously ill in thee Mason Hospital. 'of Austin, Texas: Northeastern
2 POUNDS
Mrs. Allbritten .5 art aunt of Miss State Teachers College; Southern
•
25`
,EATMORE OLEO
Methodist University 'of Dallas,
t
era;
LB. 32.
Texas; Texas Christian University
Fancy Sliced
of Fort Worth. Texas, before they
BREAKFAST BACON
were upset .by Henderson State
POUND
College, the host school, in the
• - --semi-finale.
15`
PORK SAUSAGE
Harlan and Miller have made
one of the greatest records in the
history of intercollegiate debating
winning over 200 victories in their
(Next to Peoples Bank)
college career.
Fifty-two teams entered the. conWe have Ireently received our new truck
test Friday morning and theafield
and Offer. YOu prompt delivery service
was reduced to three before the
no extra cost.
Union team was beaten. The
Union teams that. made the trip
We thank you, for increased business and'
POUND
NO. 1 WISCONSIN CREAM
and entered the tournament were:
are glad to extend this modern
22`
CHEESE
Team A. Roy Harlan Jr. and James
service to you.
Miller; Team B. Eddie Hicks and
BUSHEL
6 Pounds 25c
TELEPHONE 400—
1 J.. P. Colvin; Team C. -Ernest
WINESAP APPLES
Blackford and Aaron Simmons. The
, girls' team was composed of Nancy
Bunch 5c
; Orr and Catherine Cannon,
NEW TEXAS CABBAGE 3 Pounds 10c
FANCY CARROTS
James Miller was selected as the
best debater of the tournament in
CALIFORNIA NAVEL-150 size
DOZEN
39.
every round giving him the title
RANGES Fancy Florida' Peck 55`
of the "Best Debater in the MidSouth'
Large 5-dozen Size
HEAD
Coach Sibley Burnett will leave
HEAD LETTUCE
with the first teams for a ten day
tour of the South March 111 debating in six of the Southern states
against strong opposition.
The
teams will also enter the Tennessee state tournament and the allSouthern tournament.
k
6C
recognized fighter having. :Peen
tea t Jred in St. Louis, Chicagi.
Birmingham and Memphis.
ivaD
oi
st,
lirijvta
ne it,
suppo
t rtHieegathcaHni
Johnigs
net star. meets King Solmon, of
Paducah, for six rounds-. Both are
hard punchers and are well matched. Both weigh near 175 pounds
There will be three 4-round -bouts
with Young Tommy. Paduaah, and
Kid Rankin. Metropolis both at
133 nounds and Young Salebti and
Kid Walaton, both near P25'pounds.
A third 4-round bout was not ,arts
rammed
The card is the largest heir card
ever offered here'
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a

Concord High To
Give' 3-Act Phiy

Project Workers
To Have Display

HAZEL NEWS

a

I

LIVE BETTER FOR LESS AT

Kroger Piggly Wiggly Stores

Flour

Lyon's Best, 24 lbs.

Country Club, 24 lbs.

95c Thrifty or Home Talk
_
24-lb. bag
83c

39C

Pears, Peaches, Apricots

Country Club
No. 1 Tall Can
EACH

OC

90c

Hold Trial For
Tom Coleman

2

3

10`

QUALITY MEATS

ugar

PURE CANE

0

100-lb. bag $4.79

POUNDS

-

48e

Why Lug Troublesome Bundles
Home?

or.

Thurinond's Grocery.

ar d

SPECIALS FOR SATURDAY,
February 22
27c
Maxiv'elINHoute Coffee, 1 pound for
SUGAR, Goodchaux Pure Cane, 10 lbs. for
50c
Delmcinte PEACHES,large can Melba Halves for 19c
10c
TOILET SOAP, Castile, 3 for
19c
MEAL, 10-lb. bag for
Sc
LETTUCE, large iceberg, head
CRACKERS, salted, 2-lb. box
.ED-THUR MOND
WILLIAM WHITNELL7

NC

•
•

•

PURE HOG

2

POUNDS,

O

Ballard Thompson, a Marion
county farmer, bought a Olittrehred
Percheron stallion last rionth.

Bananas

Large Golden Yellow

DOZEN

25c
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